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Abstract
Ferromagnetism in certain alloys with a crystalline B2-structure, such as Fe60Al40, can be
switched on, and tuned, via antisite disordering of the atomic arrangement. This disorder-
induced B2→A2 phase transition is accompanied by a ∼1 % increase in the lattice param-
eter. The induced ferromagnetism can be switched off as well via atomic rearrangements
causing the A2→B2 transition. In this thesis, the B2↔A2 phase transition will be ma-
nipulated by ion- as well as laser-irradiation. Ion-irradiation allows for a sensitive control
of the degree of antisite disorder and thus can be applied to understand the correlation
between gradual disorder and magnetic properties in the Fe60Al40 alloy. The reversibility
of the laser-driven B2↔A2 transition will be shown in this work.
B2-Fe60Al40 thin őlms have been disordered systematically by ion-irradiation and cor-
relations between the chemical disorder (1-S), lattice parameter (a0), and the induced
saturation magnetization (Ms) have been obtained. As the lattice is gradually disordered,
a critical point occurs at 1-S=0.6 and a0=2.91 Å, where a sharp increase of the Ms is
observed. The regimes below and above the critical regime are characterized by a differ-
ent, but nearly stable Ms behaving paramagnetic and ferromagnetic, respectively. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations suggest that below the critical point the system mag-
netically behaves as it would still be fully ordered, i.e. paramagnetic, whereas above, it
is largely the increase of a0 in the disordered state that determines the Ms. Furthermore,
disordered thin őlms possessing various open-volume defect types have been ordered via
thermal annealing. The A2→B2 ordering process occurs by the vacancy diffusion mech-
anism and the ordering rate shows a strong dependence on the defect types, as obtained
from ab-initio DFT calculations: The ordering rate is increased by mono-vacancies and de-
creased by triple defects and vacancy clusters. The defects can be engineered by a thermal
pre-annealing and/or ion-irradiation offering a control of the subsequent ordering process.
Additionally, the reversible disordering and subsequent reordering implying an on and
off switching of ferromagnetism, respectively, is demonstrated by applying femtosecond
laser pulse irradiation. The irradiation with a single laser pulse above the threshold ŕuence
induces chemical disorder and hence ferromagnetism. A subsequent laser-irradiation below
the threshold ŕuence causes a reordering at the surface erasing the ferromagnetism. The
laser-irradiation leads to a melting and subsequent solidiőcation of the material; if the
solidiőcation temperature is lower than the melting temperature, the liquid is supercooled.
Simulations reveal the crucial role of the extent of supercooling: A single laser pulse above
the threshold ŕuence causes a strong undercooling of the liquid phase before solidiőcation
limiting the vacancy diffusion and hence ordering. Laser pulsing below the threshold
forms a limited supercooled surface region that solidiőes at sufficiently high temperatures,
enabling vacancy diffusion-assisted reordering.
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Kurzfassung
In bestimmten Legierungen mit einer kristallinen B2-Struktur, wie beispielsweise Fe60Al40,
kann durch eine chemische Unordnung Ferromagnetismus erzeugt und modiőziert werden.
Dieser durch Unordnung hervorgerufene B2→A2 Phasenübergang geht mit einer Ver-
größerung des Gitterparameters von ungefähr 1 % einher. Der erzeugte Ferromagnetismus
kann durch eine atomare Neuordnung, d.h. durch den A2→B2 Phasenübergang, wieder
abgeschaltet werden. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird der B2↔A2 Phasenübergang mit-
tels Ionen- und Laserbestrahlung hervorgerufen und kontrolliert. Ionenbestrahlung er-
möglicht eine präzise Kontrolle des Unordnungsgrades und kann daher eingesetzt werden,
um den Zusammenhang zwischen gradueller Unordnung und magnetischen Eigenschaften
in der Fe60Al40 Legierung zu untersuchen. Die Reversibilität des laserinduzierten B2↔A2
Phasenübergangs wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit gezeigt.
In B2-Fe60Al40 Dünnschichten ist mittels Ionenbestrahlung systematisch Unordnung
erzeugt worden, wodurch die Zusammenhänge von atomarer Unordnung (1-S), dem Git-
terparameter (a0) und der erzeugten Magnetisierung (Ms) offengelegt worden. Während
der schrittweisen Unordnung des Kristallgitters tritt ein kritischer Punkt bei 1-S=0.6 und
a0=2.91 Å auf, an welchem Ms stark ansteigt. Die Bereiche unter- und oberhalb des
kritischen Bereiches sind durch ein unterschiedliches, aber nahezu gleichbleibendes Ms
charakterisiert. Das Verhalten ist para- bzw. ferromagnetisch. Berechnungen mittels
Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT) deuten an, dass sich das System unterhalb des kritischen
Punktes verhält, als wäre es noch vollständig geordnet, d.h. paramagnetisch; wohingegen
Ms oberhalb des kritischen Bereiches größtenteils durch den Anstieg des Gitterparame-
ters bestimmt wird. Darüber hinaus sind ungeordnete Dünnschichten mit verschiedenen
Typen leerstellenartiger Defekte mittels Wärmebehandlung neu geordnet worden. Der
A2→B2 Ordnungsprozess geschieht auf der Basis des Leerstellendiffusionsmechanismus.
Die starke Abhängigkeit der Ordnungsrate von den Defekttypen ist mittels ab-initio DFT
Berechnungen bestätigt worden: Die Ordnungsrate wird durch Einzel-Leerstellen erhöht
und sinkt durch Dreifach-Defekte und Leerstellencluster. Die Defekte können durch eine
vorherige Wärmebehandlung und/oder Ionenbestrahlung manipuliert werden, wodurch der
darauffolgende Ordnungsprozess kontrolliert werden kann.
Des Weiteren wird die reversible Unordnung und anschließende Neuordnung, d.h. ein
Erzeugen bzw. Abschalten von Ferromagnetismus, durch die Bestrahlung mit Femto-
sekunden-Laserpulsen demonstriert. Die Bestrahlung mit einem einzelnen Laserpuls mit
einer Fluenz über dem Schwellenwert erzeugt atomare Unordnung und damit Ferromag-
netismus. Eine anschließende Laserbestrahlung unterhalb der Schwellenŕuenz bewirkt eine
Neuanordnung der Atome an der Oberŕäche und damit einem Auslöschen des Ferromag-
netismus. Die Laserbestrahlung führt zu einem Aufschmelzen und dem anschließenden Er-
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starren des Materials; liegt die Erstarrungstemperatur unterhalb der Schmelztemperatur,
so ist die Schmelze unterkühlt. Die ausschlaggebende Rolle des Grades der Unterküh-
lung wird durch Simulationen aufgezeigt: Ein einzelner Laserpuls über der Schwellenŕuenz
führt zu einer starken Unterkühlung der ŕüssigen Phase vor der Erstarrung, wodurch die
Leerstellendiffusion und damit die atomare Neuordnung eingeschränkt werden. Durch
Laserpulse unterhalb der Schwellenŕuenz wird der Oberŕächenbereich kaum unterkühlt
und erstarrt anschließend bei hinreichend hohen Temperaturen, um eine leerstellendiffu-
sionsunterstützte Neuanordnung der Atome zu ermöglichen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Fundamentals
1.1 Magnetism and Structure in Chemically Ordered
Materials
The atoms within solid state materials tend to arrange in a regular manner spaced at
regular distances, forming a crystal. Ideal crystals consist of 3-dimensional, periodic or-
dered arrays of small structural units (unit cells). The Bravais lattices are 14 basic unit
cells, which can be formed by the elements of the periodic table and are categorized into 7
crystal systems [1, p.3ff.][2, p.49ff.]. However, the crystal structures of alloys can be rather
complicated. These crystalline, chemical ordered materials are said to possess long-range
order (LRO) [3, p.14f.]. The size of the unit cell is deőned by the edge length(s) and hence
described by the lattice parameter(s).
The crystal structure, among others, depends on the composition of the alloys and the
ambient conditions like temperature and pressure. Phase diagrams display the respective
crystal structure within the thermodynamic equilibrium depending on alloy composition
and temperature.
The respective crystal structure directly inŕuences the mechanical, electronic, optical,
and magnetic properties. The magnetic moments of solid state materials are linked to the
angular momentum of the electrons, consisting of the orbital motion around the nucleus and
the spin. These two sources of angular momentum are coupled by spin-orbit interaction [4,
p.62f.][5, p.87ff.]. The directional dependence of the magnetic properties of ferromagnetic
or antiferromagnetic materials is called magnetic anisotropy. The Coulomb interaction
of the electronic charges of the atoms within a crystal creates an electrostatic őeld, the
crystal őeld. This crystal electric őeld leads to a strong coupling of the orientation of the
orbital angular moment and the crystal lattice and with that to a quenching of the orbital
moment [6]. In consequence of the spin-orbit coupling the magnetic moments are aligned
in particular crystallographic direction [4, p.115f.][5, p.102,p.204f.]. Hence, the crystal
structure causes preferred and less preferred magnetization directions denoted as easy and
hard axes, respectively. The spontaneous magnetization of ferromagnetic materials tends
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to align in an easy direction. This effect is denoted as magneto-crystalline anisotropy [4,
p.172].
Even though there are connections between them, structural and magnetic order have to
be differentiated. On one hand, there is the chemical long range order of the atoms within
the ideal crystal explained above; on the other hand, the spins and magnetic moments can
be regular arranged leading to a long-range magnetic order like in ferromagnetic materials
[1, p.323].
Hence, a structural phase transition at a speciőc temperature as indicated by the phase
diagram can, but not necessarily will, cause a magnetic phase transition at the same time.
Such magneto-structural correlations are of high industrial relevance. An economically
very signiőcant phase transition is the martensitic transformation of steel, the austenite-
martensite transition. The rapid cooling of the face-centered cubic (fcc) ordered austen-
ite induces a structural transition to the body-centered tetragonal (bct) structure of the
martensite. On one hand, this change of the crystal structure leads to an increased hardness
and brittleness of the steel [7, p.223ff.]; and on the other hand, the structural transforma-
tion from austenite to martensite is accompanied with a magnetic phase transition from
paramagnetic to ferromagnetic order [8ś11]. Another crystal structure, studied for applica-
tion purposes, is the chemically ordered L10 phase, present e.g. in FePt, which has a high
magnetic anisotropy. For this very reason the material is studied with regard to novel heat-
assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) technologies to break through current limitations in
the storage capacity of hard disk drives (HDD’s) [12]. Nevertheless, structural disorder
reduces the magnetic anisotropy strongly due to the transformation of the face-centered
tetragonal (fct) L10 to the fcc phase [13][14, p.7ff.]. Further effects, which are induced
by structural disorder and the associated phase transitions will be discussed in the next
chapter.
1.1.1 Effects Induced by Chemical Disorder
The periodic arrangement of atoms within ideal crystals was introduced in the above
chapter. But, because of thermal motion at őnite temperatures, not all atoms are arranged
in a regular manner. The occupation of other lattice sites induces structural or chemical
disorder; however, the crystal still possesses LRO [3, p.14]. The ordered phase is usually
thermodynamically stable at room temperature (RT). A few alloys or compounds show
structural order-disorder phase transitions ś indicated by a statistical occupation of lattice
sites ś at elevated temperatures presupposing a critical disordering temperature (Tc,dis)
below the melting point [15, p.122].
However, disordered phases can be metastable at RT, if there is not enough thermal
activation to establish the chemical order. The disorder can be created or controlled by
several approaches like rapid cooling [1, p.628], deformation, neutron or ion-irradiation
(see chapter 1.2), chemical composition [3, p.19] and others [16, p.520ff.]. Hence, inducing
disorder can lead to a structural phase transition at room temperature. In certain alloys,
the lattice type can be maintained like in the transition of the body-centered cubic (bcc)
ordered B2 (or CsCl) to A2 structure where pure atomic substitution (chemical disorder) is
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taking place, which is why the A2 structure is a substitutional solid solution [1, p. 624ff.].
The B2 phase represents a superstructure of two interpenetrating simple cubic lattices; one
lattice consists of A atoms and one of B atoms (Fig. 1.1 left) [17]. The atoms are randomly
distributed for the A2 structure (Fig. 1.1 right).
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the ordered B2 (left) and disorder A2 phase (right) for an repre-
sentative equiatomic alloy consisting of A and B atoms shown in red and blue, respectively.
Both phases form the bcc structure. (a) several unit cells. (b) one bcc unit cell.
Examples for the order-disorder phase transition of B2 materials are Fe based binary alloys
like Fe-Al (see chapter 1.1.2), FeCo [18, p.344], FeRh [19], FeV [20, 21], and more. These
materials can have attractive structural properties like low density [22], high strength and
hardness [16, 494ff.][23], and corrosion resistance at high temperature [24, 25]. Further-
more, disorder induced magnetic phase transitions were observed within speciőc concen-
tration regimes. The modiőcation of B2 materials will be further discussed in chapter 1.2.
As explained above, certain material properties depend on the chemical order within the
system. The degree of chemical order can be deőned by the already introduced long-range
order (LRO) ranging from 1 to 0 for perfect order and complete disorder, respectively. If
r atoms are placed on the “right” and w atoms on the “wrong” lattice site, the LRO can
be calculated in the following way [2, p. 159f.][26, p.194]:
LRO =
r − w
r + w
= 2r − 1 (1.1)
If we suppose an alloy consisting of 2 elements, A and B, with a composition of x and
1-x, respectively ś giving AxB1−x ś the long-range order can be expressed by equation 1.2
where pA,B is the probability of the atoms of type A being located on B lattice sites (A
antisites) and yA is the number of A lattice sites available. Note that the LRO supposes a
single crystal; in the case of polycrystalline materials the chemical order can be described
as an average over the crystallites by the so-called order parameter Sstructure.
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LRO, Sstructure =
⏐
⏐
⏐
x− pA,B
yA
⏐
⏐
⏐
(1.2)
Hence, Sstructure is proportional to the antisite probability. The chemical order can be
measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (see chapter 2.2.1). Even if there is no regular ar-
rangement of atoms over long distance (LRO=0), atoms can still be ordered locally. This
local order over short atomic distances is denoted as short-range order (SRO) [1, p. 627f.][2,
p. 45ff.][3, p.14].
The correlations between structural order and magnetic properties will be discussed in
the following chapter in more detail for the exemplary B2→A2 phase transition of the
binary alloy Fe-Al.
1.1.2 Properties of Fe-Al Alloys
Fe-Al alloys were studied intensely for their excellent structural and mechanical properties
like low-density [27] and high strength [28, p.361ff.][29]. The hardness of the material can
be improved by disordering (solid solution hardening) [25] and by introducing vacancies.
This vacancy hardening is the origin of the increased hardness at high temperatures where
thermal vacancies are created [22, 24, 30ś32]; but also the formation of the Al2O3 surface
layer leads to an increased surface hardness at elevated temperatures [24, 33]. Further-
more, the Al2O3 layer protects the bulk from further oxidation and causes a good corrosion
resistance at high temperatures [34, 35]. Mechanical properties like creep resistance and
ductility can be improved by alloying further elements like chromium [24, 36, 37]. There-
fore, and due to the low costs, Fe-Al alloys are interesting for high temperature applications
like protective coatings [38, 39] and many others [40][28, p.352]. An increased Al concen-
tration supports the creation of the protective oxide layer, but reduces the ductility of the
alloy [29].
Figure 1.2: Fe-Al phase diagram (modiőed from Ref. 27).
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In addition, Fe-Al alloys are studied by reason of their functional properties like mag-
netostriction, magnetic phase transitions and their composition dependent magnetic prop-
erties [41]. Magnetostriction was studied primarily for the thermodynamically stable, fer-
romagnetic phases at room temperature down to an Fe concentration of 65 at.% [42ś49].
Thereby, the maximum magnetostriction is observed for an iron concentration of 80-81 at.%
[45, 46]. However, disordered A2-Fe60Al40 shows magnetostriction as well [50]. These func-
tional properties can give rise to applications like magnetic sensors.
As mentioned previously, the properties of FexAl1−x alloys depend strongly on the sto-
ichiometry. The binary phase diagram is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Hereafter, the focus will
be on the Fe-rich side of the phase diagram and the thermodynamically stable phases at
room temperature. Within these conditions all crystal structures are bcc ordered.
The equilibrium phase diagram differs slightly for several reported phase diagrams [28,
p.352ff.][27, 51ś54]. Between an Fe atomic concentration of about 84 at.% and 100 at.%,
the alloy exhibits the already mentioned A2 structure, which is a solid solution with diluted
Al. For Fe concentrations, x, in the regime 0.74≥ x≥ 0.65 the so-called D03 structure (or
Fe3Al) is thermodynamically stable (yellow area in Fig. 1.2). Between 84 and 74 at.%
the alloy is still A2 structured, but contains locally ordered Fe3Al regions. This regime is
sometimes referred to as k-state and the material properties are controlled by short-range
order [52, 55ś58]. The chemically ordered B2 phase occurs for Fe concentrations in the
range of 0.65≥ x≥ 0.50. The lattice parameter increases nearly linearly with Al content
for the discussed crystal structures [50] as described by Vegard’s law [59, 60].
The magnetic properties depend on the crystal structure, but also on the respective
composition. Within the ferromagnetic A2 phase, down to an Fe concentration of 84 at.%,
the saturation magnetization (Ms) decreases slowly due to the dilution of Al [53]. The
D03 structure can be ferromagnetic or paramagnetic depending on the Al concentration as
indicated by the dashed line within the yellow area. The reason for that is the decrease of
the Curie temperature with increasing Al content [52].
These examples show the linkage between composition, structure, and magnetism where
the disorder induced B2→A2 phase transition shows the strongest effect, since the struc-
tural change is associated with a magnetic phase transition from para- to ferromagnetic,
respectively [61ś64]. This work focuses on the alloy composition Fe60Al40, which is ap-
proximately in the middle of the thermodynamically stable, ordered B2 phase (blue area
in the phase diagram Fig. 1.2). This composition was selected for its strong correlation
between structure and magnetism: The ordered B2 phase is paramagnetic and antisite
disorder induces ferromagnetism. The next chapter will highlight the state of the art with
respect to the structural and magnetic properties of Fe60Al40.
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Properties of Fe60Al40
In Fe60Al40, the chemically ordered B2 structure is thermodynamically stable at room
temperature. Note that the B2 structure consists of an equal number of the two atom
types, implying that the purely B2-ordered alloy is never achieved for off-equiatomic com-
positions, like the studied Fe60Al40. However, disorder leads to the metastable, also bcc
structured A2 phase. This structural order-disorder phase transition is associated with
a magnetic phase transition, changing from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic order [61ś64].
This demonstrates the strong correlation between structure and magnetism in alloys of
this speciőc stoichiometry. The disordered A2 structure can be achieved by various meth-
ods like ball-milling or mechanical alloying [61ś67], cold working [68ś71], nanoindentation
[72] and ion-irradiation [73ś77]. The occurring effects of the respective methods will be
discussed in more detail in chapter 1.2. Note that the order-disorder phase transition is
also associated with an increase of the lattice parameter (a0) of about 1 % [64, 78, 79].
Figure 1.3: Overview of previously reported data on the interrelationship between
chemical order (Sstructure), lattice parameter (a0), and saturation magnetization (Ms) of
Fe60Al40. (a) Variation of a0 with the degree of chemical order. (b) Ms as a function of
the chemical order. (c) Interdependence of Ms and a0. The respective references where
the data were published are given in the legend.
Up to now, mainly bulk Fe-Al samples [67] and ball-milled powders [61ś64, 66] were
studied experimentally with respect to the correlation between structural and magnetic
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properties. These previous studies of mechanical stress-induced disordering of Fe-Al re-
ported either the lattice site occupation of Fe atoms on Al sites (pFe,Al) [63, 64], or the
order parameter Sstructure calculated from the anti-site probability [67]. Both are linked
by equation 1.3:
Sstructure =
⏐
⏐
⏐
xFe − pFe,Al
yFe
⏐
⏐
⏐
=
⏐
⏐
⏐
0.6− pFe,Al
0.5
⏐
⏐
⏐
(1.3)
where xFe is the atomic fraction of Fe, i.e. 0.6, and the Fe site probability yFe, which is
0.5 in B2 Fe-Al őlms.
Figure 1.3 illustrates previously reported data on the relationships between chemical
order (Sstructure), saturation magnetization (Ms), and lattice parameter (a0) in Fe60Al40.
The disorder was brought about by uniaxial compression of sintered bulk samples (blue
pentagons) [67], and by ball-milling of either elemental Fe and Al powders (triangles, stars,
and diamonds in red shades) [61, 62, 66] or already mixed Fe60Al40 powders (black squares
and grey circles) [63, 64, 78, 80].
Figure 1.3a and 1.3b show the variation of a0 and Ms with disorder (reduction of
Sstructure), respectively. The ball-milling of Fe60Al40 powder leads to a continuous in-
crease of a0 and Ms with disorder, whereas a sharper increase can be observed for the bulk
sample. Illustrating Ms as a function of the lattice expansion indicates a steady increase
for both, powder and bulk, but differing in the slope (Fig. 1.3c). Nevertheless, no trend
can be observed for the ball-milling of elemental powders (Fig. 1.3c, red shades).
Statement of the Problem
Despite the application of a variety of experimental and theoretical approaches over the last
decades [63, 67, 71, 76, 81ś84], the mechanism of the disorder induced magnetic changes
remains under debate. In the beginning, the onset of ferromagnetism was related to the
local environment model [85ś87], which considers the Fe-Fe (next) nearest neighbors. Early
approaches consisted of varying the number of Fe-Fe nearest neighbors by changing the
alloy composition and assumed a homogeneous distribution of structural and magnetic
properties over the bulk material volume [41, 68, 70, 88ś90]. The ferromagnetism was
explained by magnetic Fe atoms with 4 or more Fe nearest neighbors and non-magnetic Fe
atoms with less than 4 Fe nearest neighbors [68, 70, 91, 92]. These studies also inŕuenced
theoretical work on disorder effects, whereby most have concentrated on the role of the
Fe-Al composition on the Fe nearest-neighbor environment in determining the magnetic
behavior [82, 84, 93ś96]. The role of lattice expansion associated with disordering was
considered much later. In this context, the possible inŕuence on the magnetic moment due
to changes in the band structure was discussed [53, 63ś65, 83, 97ś101], however without
consensus; the induced Ms was considered purely a disordering effect [66, 68, 69], and
contradicted by claims of an Ms contribution from the lattice expansion [65, 83].
Experimentally it is challenging to separate the contribution of lattice expansion and
disorder. However, Nogués et al. [65] performed high pressure experiments in order to
decrease the lattice parameter of A2-Fe60Al40 powders systematically and found the con-
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tribution of the lattice expansion to the magnetic moment to be around 35 %. Apiñaniz et
al. [83, 98, 99, 102] performed theoretical calculations for B2 and A2 Fe50Al50 and obtained
an increase of the Fe magnetic moment with increasing a0 for A2 as well as B2 Fe50Al50.
The calculated contribution of the volume expansion on the magnetization was 7 % for B2
and 19 % for A2 structured őlms.
In conclusion, there is a strong correlation between chemical order, lattice expansion,
and magnetic properties within Fe60Al40 alloys. However, the interdependence between
structural order, a0, and Ms is still not fully understood, which is partly due to the few
data available, especially in the regime of partial disorder, as well as a missing study of
systematic antisite disordering. Studying the relation between structural and magnetic
properties within the B2→A2 phase transition regime will help further understanding the
disorder induced origin of ferromagnetism in these alloys, which also enables the improve-
ment of theoretical approaches.
Open-volume defects in Fe60Al40
Vacancies are a common type of open-volume defects in alloy systems occurring in a variety
of forms, from single atomic mono-vacancies to much larger agglomerations of vacancies,
called vacancy complexes or clusters. Open-volume defects in Fe60Al40 alloy thin őlms are
typically high in concentration [30, 103, 104]. From literature, ordered Fe60Al40 is known to
possess mono-vacancies as well as triple defects [105, 106]. In thermodynamic equilibrium,
mainly Fe mono-vacancies are present in the alloy due to the high formation energy of Al
vacancies [51, 107, 108].
However, the effect of the above defects on the ordering process is so far unclear. Previ-
ously, vacancies were induced in FePt to reduce the L10 ordering temperature [109, 110].
Ion-irradiation can be applied to induce vacancies, as shown above, but also to modify va-
cancy clusters [111ś114]. The A2→B2 ordering process in Fe60Al40 occurs via the vacancy
diffusion mechanism; hence, the open-volume defects can impact the atomic ordering and
can be modiőed by ion-irradiation.
1.2 Modification of B2 Materials
The material of choice, Fe60Al40, can be prepared by several chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) and physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods [115]. After preparation via non-
equilibrium processes, the alloys are partially or fully disorder and need to be heat-treated
in order to stabilize the thermodynamically stable, ordered B2 phase. The Fe60Al40 bulk
and powder samples are usually annealed between 17 h and 7 days at 873 K to 1373K
[51, 68, 70, 116ś118]. Thin őlms, on the other hand, have the advantage of shorter annealing
times at lower temperatures (1 h at 773 K) [76].
As mentioned in the above chapter, antisite disorder in B2 alloys can be realized by
mechanical stress-induced processes like ball-milling and deformation. Besides disorder,
mechanical alloying induces high energy into to processed material. This leads to heavy
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deformations, which manifest by crystal defects like dislocations, vacancies, stacking faults,
and an increased number of grain boundaries (grain reőnement) [115, p.55]. Ball-milling
can either induced complete disorder (LRO=0) or reduce the chemical order down to a
saturation value (LRO ̸=0), giving a coexistence of partial order and partial disorder [115,
p.65]. This residual order was observed for ball-milled Fe-Al powders [79, 119ś121]. As
described in the above chapter, the disorder induced B2→A2 phase transition of Fe60Al40
is also accompanied by an increase of the lattice parameter. A decrease of a0 with longer
milling time was found for certain Fe-Al alloys [61, 62, 119, 122, 123].
Further methods to induce chemical disorder are ion- and laser-irradiation, which will
be discussed in the following chapters in more detail.
1.2.1 Interaction of Ions with Solids
Ion-irradiation is a suitable method to induce antisite disorder in alloys in a highly control-
lable manner. In this chapter the fundamentals of ion-solid interactions will be discussed,
focusing on the effects or phenomena occurring in consequence of ion-irradiation.
Ions, entering a solid with the energy E, interact with the atoms of the target material.
The ions collide with the atomic nuclei and/or with the electrons of the solid, which is
deőned as nuclear collision and electronic collision, respectively [124, p.5ff.][125, p.39ff.].
These collisions lead to an energy transfer and following to a reduction of the ion energyE
given by the stopping force. Like the collision types, the ion stopping can be divided in
nuclear stopping due to scattering in the Coulomb őeld of the nuclei and electron stopping
due to interaction with the electrons. Nuclear stopping results from the energy transfer
during elastic collisions between nuclei. Electron stopping occurs due to a transfer of
electrons from or to the ion, which leads to ŕuctuations of the ion charge state while
passing through the solid. The electronic stopping is proportional to the ion velocity for
low energies, whereas the electron loss by collision with the target electrons dominates for
high energies; the ion will lose all of its electrons [124, p.16ff.][125, p.88ff.][126, p.49ff.].
Another important factor is the mass of the ion. Considering the keV to MeV range,
the contribution of the nuclear stopping is almost negligible for light ions whereas nuclear
stopping dominates for heavy ions [124, p.25f.].
The regular arrangement of the atoms within crystals creates channels between the
atoms. If the ion enters the solid along a low-index crystal direction the ion can pass
through the solid with only a small scattering angle and therefore no atomic collisions
occur [127]. Hence, this effect depends on the incident angle and is called ion channeling
[124, p.28ff.][126, p.93ff.].
In consequence of the energy loss due to nuclear and electronic stopping, the ion will
come to rest within a speciőc depth ś denoted as ion range ś as soon as its residual energy
reaches roughly the lattice binding energy. Because of the statistical nature of the ion-
solid interaction process and the consequential standard variation, the ion range is given
by a range distribution, which depends on the irradiation energy E. For broad beam
ion-irradiation the distribution perpendicular to the surface is of interest [124, p.46f.][125,
p.115ff.][126, p.65f.].
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As discussed above, the collision of the ions with the atoms of the target material leads to
an energy transfer. If the atom receives an energy larger than the threshold energy ś given
by the binding energy ś the atom leaves the lattice site and a vacancy is created [125,
p.147]. Sufficiently high energies trigger further collisions with other host atoms leading to
so-called collision cascades, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4 [115, p.199f.]. This relocation of atoms
induces vacancies, interstitial atoms, and antisite atoms [128]. Considering Fe60Al40, the
ion-irradiation induced vacancies are distributed randomly in both, Fe and Al, sublattices
and the structural B2→A2 phase transition is driven by antisite disorder. The number of
relocated atoms is described by the displacements per atom (dpa) and can be calculated
by atomic collision theory, which will be applied in chapter 2.1.3.
Figure 1.4: Collision cascades induced by the irradiation of a 250 nm thick Fe60Al40 with
70 neon ions at an energy of 170 keV calculated by SRIM 2013 [129]. The őgure shows the
lateral scattering over depth. The moved atoms are color-coded.
High ion ŕuences induce continuous and repeated displacements determining a roughly
linear relation between dpa and the ion ŕuence [124, p.77ff.]. It is important to point
out that light ion-irradiation leads to small sub-cascades whereas heavy ions induce dense
cascades due to the high nuclear stopping [124, p.56]. This damage distribution peaks at
lower depth than the range distribution. Furthermore, the electronic interactions cause
elastic or inelastic thermal spikes (depending on the ion mass for example), which peak in
the timescale of femtoseconds and decay quickly by heat transfer to the surrounding cold
material [124, p.58ff.][125, p.180ff.][126, p.87f.][130, p.305].
If the transferred energy is sufficient to overcome the binding energy at the surface,
atoms can be ejected from the surface. Hence, ion-irradiation can cause surface sputtering.
Because of the different binding energies of the atoms within alloys, a preferential sputtering
of speciőc elements might occur [124, p.62ff.][125, p.230f.][130, p.408ff.,440f.]. The sputter
yield depends on several factors like structure and composition of the target material and
experimental parameters such as incident angle of the ion beam [125, p.219].
Ion-irradiation is also most suitable to induce the disorder driven B2→A2 phase transi-
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tion in Fe-Al alloys [73ś77, 131, 132]. Broad beam as well as focused ion-irradiation can be
applied to create ferromagnetic patterns within the paramagnetic matrix [75, 76, 131, 132].
Ion-irradiation offers the possibility to systematically disorder the target material by vary-
ing the irradiation conditions. Besides material modiőcation, ion-irradiation can be used
in terms of ion beam analysis, which will be explained in the experimental chapter 2.
1.2.2 Laser-Solid Interaction
A further possibility to drive the order-disorder phase transition is laser-irradiation. The
occurring effects resulting from the laser-solid interaction will be discussed in this chapter.
The laser-irradiation excites the electrons in the conduction band by photon-electron
interactions. The energy absorbed by the free electrons raises their energy state and
following their temperature creating a hot electron gas. The extension of the hot electron
gas leads to a high pressure causing an electron blast [133][134, p.52]. The collision between
excited electrons and lattice phonons (electron-phonon interaction) gives rise to an energy
transfer by heat conduction, which induces lattice heating. The subsequent processes
are based on the fundamental heat conduction within solids [115, 92f.][135][136][137]. If
the temperature of the solid exceeds the melting temperature Tm, the material melts and
resolidiőes once the temperature falls below Tm. However, for sufficiently high cooling rates,
the liquid phase can be maintained below Tm and the resolidiőcation occurs at much lower
temperatures; the material is supercooled. In general, the process can be calculated with
the help of the two-temperature model (TTM), which is based on classical heat conduction
[138], but has to be adjusted if melting and resolidiőcation have to be considered [133].
In the following, important characteristics of laser beams like wavelength, output power,
beam diameter, output mode, pulse length, repetition rate will be covered [115, 89f.]. The
laser power can be subdivided into a reŕected, transmitted, and absorbed part with the
latter being the most relevant one for the laser-solid interaction. The interaction of the
laser with the material is controlled by the absorbed energy density, which is determined
by the absorbed power density, the reŕectivity of the surface, and the interaction time (like
pulse duration). The absorption mechanism depends on several factors like wavelength of
the laser, vapor pressure, and material properties such as thermal diffusivity, and optical
absorbance. These properties govern, among others, the depths of both, the penetration
of the laser light and the thermal front. Metals have a low absorption because of good
electrical and thermal conductivity. The absorption rate increases with temperature due
to the decreasing conductivity [115, 92ff.][135].
The absorbed energy depends on the interaction time, which is the time of the laser-
irradiation and can be divided into continuous wave and pulsed laser-irradiation. Pulsed
laser-irradiation induces higher cooling rates due to shorter interaction times, which is why
laser pulses are applied for rapid resolidiőcation processes for example. Here, the material
reaches temperatures of several thousand degree Celsius during the short interaction time
and then cools down with rates of at least 1012 K/s. This laser quenching can lead to
the creation of amorphous or metastable crystalline phases [115, 92f.,99f.]. For this reason,
laser-irradiation can be applied to induce nondestructive and/or reversible phase transitions
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such as disorder within ordered materials [139ś141]. Furthermore, laser driven ultrafast
phase transitions can be induced like the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition in
FeRh [142, 143].
The cooling rates exceed those of conventional quenching by several orders of magnitude.
Therefore, laser-irradiation is a suitable process for applications like laser surface melting
and quenching, laser surface-alloying, laser surface-cladding, laser shock hardening, laser-
annealing, laser-beam welding, laser cutting, laser ablation, and others [115, 89ff.][141][144,
p.254]. On the other hand, the laser-solid interaction has essentially thermal character for
low power densities implying a heating of the target material. This laser-annealing has
several advantages over furnace annealing such as chemical cleanliness, short duration of
the heating cycle (heating as well as cooling), less thermal damage and distortion, and the
method offers a controlled shape and location of the treated region. For example, laser
annealing can be applied to remove lattice defects like vacancies [115, 102ff.][135].
1.3 Motivation
As shown in the above chapters, ion-irradiation is a direct way to induced antisite disor-
der in a highly controllable manner as compared to mechanical stress-induced processes
applied recently [63, 64, 67], which tend to distribute the strain inhomogeneously over the
sample volume and the disordering is induced within the strained regions. The use of thin
őlms allows the whole őlm volume to be chemically disordered by ions and subsequently
probed. Hence, ion-irradiation of thin őlms is a viable way to study the magneto-structural
correlations in Fe60Al40, which remain under debate despite the application of a variety of
experimental and theoretical approaches [63, 67, 71, 76, 81ś84].
The irradiation-induced chemical disorder ś and hence ferromagnetism ś can be re-
versed by thermal annealing. The ordering process occurs via the vacancy diffusion mech-
anism and thus depends on the type and concentration of the defects in the alloy. The
distribution of open-volume defects can determine application relevant parameters, such as
the temperature for thermal annealing [109, 110, 145, 146], i.e. even when vacancies may
not be directly correlated with the functional properties of an alloy, they can profoundly
inŕuence the process path to achieve desirable properties.
Understanding the correlation between chemical order, lattice expansion, and consequen-
tial magnetic behavior as well as the role of open-volume defects and their modiőcation
allows to achieve tailored functional properties like the saturation magnetization, thermal
stability, thermal and electrical conductivity etc. This also enables the improvement of
theoretical approaches.
Laser-irradiation is a path to an application based on the antisite disorder induced
magnetic phase transition in Fe60Al40 thin őlms, since lasers were already applied to induce
disorder within ordered materials [139ś141]. Furthermore, low power laser-irradiation is
used for annealing purposes, like the removal of vacancies [115, 102ff.][135]. Reversible on
and off switching of ferromagnetism by laser-irradiation offers new application possibilities
for the integration of optical and magnetic data storage devices.
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Chapter 2
Experimental and Theoretical Methods
2.1 Sample Preparation
All thin őlms investigated within the scope of this work were prepared by magnetron
sputtering. In some cases, a subsequent annealing treatment was applied to achieve the
chemical ordered B2 phase. The structural and magnetic properties of the Fe60Al40 őlms
were modiőed by means of ion- or laser-irradiation.
2.1.1 Magnetron Sputtering
The investigated thin őlms were prepared by direct current (DC) magnetron sputtering; a
schematic of the principle is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the DC magnetron sputtering process.
The sputter target is composed of the material which is aimed to be deposited as a őlm
and serves as cathode. The composition of the deposited őlm can be controlled by either
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co-sputtering from separate targets or by geometrical factors like the distance between
sputter target and substrate. In this study an Fe60Al40 single-target was used to create
thin őlms with a similar stoichiometry. The substrates are positioned on the sample holder
facing the sputter source. MgO(001) substrates were used for the samples intended for
laser-irradiation experiments. The ion-irradiations, on the other hand, were performed on
Fe60Al40 őlms deposited on Si(001) substrates with 230-280 nm thermally oxidized SiO2.
The SiO2 serves as a barrier layer to prevent intermixing during the subsequent annealing
process; the formation of silicide phases inŕuences the magnetic properties signiőcantly
[147]. Both, sputter source and sample holder are located in a vacuum chamber with a
base pressure below 3·10-9 mbar.
A continuous argon ŕow with a ŕow rate of 7·10-7 m3/s (42 sccm) is applied, which leads
to a pressure of 3·10-3 mbar inside the chamber. The Ar+ ions are accelerated in the direc-
tion of the sputter target due to the applied voltage resulting in a collision, which extracts
target atoms. Besides erosion of the target, this collision also leads to the formation of
secondary electrons, which are emitted from the target. The permanent magnets posi-
tioned below the target induce a magnetic őeld in front of the target, which “traps” the
emitted electrons in the vicinity of the target. The higher density of secondary electrons
close to the target increases the ion bombardment leading to higher sputtering rates. The
secondary electrons excite the gas ions igniting a discharge plasma in front of the target
[148][149, p.143f.].
The sputtered target atoms are deposited on the sample holder and hence on the sub-
strate resulting in a continuous őlm growth with an approximately constant growth rate.
The process was performed at room temperature, which can lead to the formation of large
vacancy clusters due to limited diffusion [115, p.238]. After exposing the grown thin őlms
to air a thin natural aluminum oxide layer is formed as mentioned in chapter 1.1.2. Here-
after, the sample status is referred to as ‘as-grown’. The subsequent annealing process will
be described in the small chapter below.
2.1.2 Annealing Process
The B2 phase was achieved by annealing the as-grown Fe60Al40 thin őlms post-growth.
The B2 phase is characterized by chemical order and gives the initial sample state for most
of the experiments presented later on. The thin őlms were annealed at 773 K for 1 h in
an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) oven with a base pressure below 5·10-10 mbar. The heating
and cooling rate were őxed to 5K/min. However, thin őlms below a thickness of 20 nm
were found to possess a higher residual magnetization after the ex-situ annealing process,
which is why they were annealed post-growth in the sputter chamber without breaking the
vacuum to achieve the completely ordered B2 state. Hereafter, the sample status of these
annealed őlms will be referred to as ‘B2’.
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2.1.3 Ion-Irradiation
The ion-irradiations were performed using a 40, 200, or 500 keV electrostatic ion acceler-
ators at the Ion Beam Center of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf. Figure 2.2
shows the schematic construction of a single-ended electrostatic ion accelerator being re-
duced to its basic elements.
Figure 2.2: Construction scheme of a single-ended electrostatic ion accelerator.
The ionization takes place in the ion source, which consists of a terminal on a high static
voltage. The ions are extracted and accelerated due to voltage gradients. After being
extracted from the source, the ions are injected into the analyzing magnet where the ions
are separated based on the mass and charge dependent Lorentz force. The selected ions
are then accelerated to the requested energy in the static electric őeld of the acceleration
tube. Finally, the ion beam hits the sample, which is on ground potential; the ion beam
position is controlled by the horizontal and vertical scanning system [150, p.686ff.][151,
p.33ff.][152].
At this point, the ion-solid interactions, which were discussed in chapter 1.2.1, come
into play. In the following, some of these effects will be discussed with focus on the
applied irradiations of the Fe60Al40 thin őlms. The irradiation parameters like ion species,
energy, ŕuence, and sample temperature have to be deőned in advance. Therefore, the ion-
solid interaction was simulated by a Monte-Carlo type simulation implementing the binary
collision approximation, using the Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) package
[129]. As explained before, the magnetic properties of Fe60Al40 depend on the chemical
order and hence atomic arrangements. The number of relocated atoms can be estimated
by the calculated displacements per atom (dpa). Figure 2.3 illustrates the obtained dpa
depth proőle for a representative irradiation of a 250 nm Fe60Al40 őlm.
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Hence, the number of induced atomic rearrangements can be controlled by the ion ŕuence.
The SRIM simulations were found to be in good agreement with experimental results for
light ions [153].
Further effects, which have to be considered, are ion channeling and sputtering of the
őlm surface. The irradiations were performed under an angle of 7◦ to avoid channeling,
which would lead to a decreased number of dpa due to transmitted ions. Figure 2.4 shows
the calculation of the sputtering yield (removed atoms per incident ion) for Ne+ irradiation
discussed above, in particular the energy of the target atoms reaching the surface. The
atoms are sputtered from the surface if the energy is higher than the surface binding
energy. Note that a 4 nm thick Al2O3 at the surface was considered. For this particular
case, a sputtering yield of 0.84 atoms/ion was obtained with 2/3 being O atoms and 1/3
Al atoms. Supposing the maximum neon ŕuence applied in this work (1·1015 ion/cm2),
approximately 8.4·1014 atoms/cm2 will be sputtered from the surface, which is slightly
above 1 atomic layer. Thus, the surface sputtering will be neglected in the analysis of the
structural and magnetic properties of the őlms. Speciőcations of the irradiation parameters
will be presented in the experimental sections of the respective chapters.
2.1.4 Laser-Irradiation
The laser-irradiation was performed in-situ at the spin-resolved photoemission electron
microscope (SPEEM) at the BESSY II storage ring in Berlin [154]. A Titanium-Sapphire
(Ti:Al2O3) laser was used where a Sapphire crystal (Al2O3) is doped with about 0.1 wt.%
titanium [155, p.565]. The substitution of Al3+ with Ti3+ induces a strong distortion of
the local environment of Ti due to the ∼26 % larger radius of the Ti ion, which creates a
strong local electric őeld [156, p.107f.].
Figure 2.5: Absorption (solid line) and emission (dashed line) spectra of a Ti:Al2O3
crystal taken from Ref. 155.
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Figure 2.5 illustrates the absorption and emission spectra of a Ti:Al2O3 crystal. The un-
usual wide absorption range (400-600 nm) in the blue-green region of the visible spectrum
peaks at about 500 nm [156, p.107f.]. Therefore, Ar+ lasers (for using in the continuous
wave (cw) mode) and frequency-doubled Nd:YAG lasers (pulse mode) are the most com-
monly applied pump lasers, which are emitting around 514 nm and 532 nm, respectively
[157, p.88ff.,580]. In consequence of the absorption of photon energy, the electrons go from
the ground state (2T2) to the excited state (2E). The absorption in the excited state is
minimal due to no d-state energy level above the upper laser level causing the tunability
over a wide range of the wavelength spectrum. After a short lifetime, the electrons return
to the lower energy state (ground state) releasing energy by emitting photons. The emis-
sion range is tunable in the red region of the visible spectrum between 670 nm and 1070 nm
and peaking around 780 nm (Fig. 2.5) [155, p.318,567f.][156, p.107f.]. Titanium-Sapphire
lasers are heavily used in scientiőc research due to advantages like their tunability and
their ability to generate ultrashort pulses. Typical parameters for Ti:Al2O3 lasers can be
found in Ref. 155 on page 567.
For the performed experiments, a laser wavelength of 800 nm was used. The Titanium-
Sapphire laser was operated in pulse mode with a pulse duration of ∼100 fs. A pulse
picker was used to select a speciőc number of pulses and the pulse repetition rate was set
to 2.5 MHz. Details of the sample holder are published in Ref. 158. The laser beam is
incident from underneath the sample and can be focused down to a few micrometer by the
help of a micro lens.
2.2 Structural Characterization
2.2.1 X-Ray Diffraction
In chapter 1.1 the arrangement of atoms within crystals ś being spaced at regular dis-
tances ś was addressed. The crystal planes within the 3-dimensional space are described
by the Miller indices h, k, and l [159][160, p.8ff.]. X-rays are characterized by wavelengths
of approximately 0.1-100 Å; however, for the crystallography a range of about 0.7Å to
2.5 Å is applied, which is in the dimension of the interatomic distances [160, p.111ff.]. The
periodic arrangement of the crystal scatters the incident X-ray beam, which is exploited
by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements [161, p.50].
The scattering process, which results in the diffraction of the incident X-rays, can be
described by Bragg’s law [162, p.26]:
nλ = 2 d sinθ (2.1)
where n is the order of reŕection, λ the wavelength of the incident X-rays, d the lattice
spacing, and θ the scattering angle. Bragg’s law relates the distance between lattice planes
to the scattering angle for a known X-ray wavelength. By applying Miller indices, d/n can
be substituted with dhkl leading to equation 2.2 [162, p.26ff.].
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λ = 2 dhkl sinθ (2.2)
The scattering process is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 showing the origin of the equation. All
atoms in a lattice plane scatter in phase with one another as well as with the atoms in
parallel planes [160, p.128f.].
Figure 2.6: Diffraction of the X-rays from lattice planes.
The XRD measurements were performed in the θ-2θ scheme as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. For
this reason, only interatomic spacings normal to the surface (out-of-plane) are detected.
Cu Kα1 radiation was used having a wavelength, λ, of 0.15406 nm.
The material absorbs X-rays implying that the transmitted intensity is attenuated expo-
nentially [163, p.112]. Therefore, especially for small angles ś so-called grazing incidence
XRD (GIXRD) ś the penetration depth of the X-rays has to be considered [164, p.143ff.].
By supposing a speciőc ratio of transmitted and incident intensities, i.e. I and I0 re-
spectively, the penetration depth can be illustrated as a function of the incidence angle α
(Fig. 2.7). The material absorption is given by the linear absorption coefficient, µ, which
depends on the material, i.e. Fe60Al40, and the energy of the radiation, namely 8.048 keV
for Cu Kα1 [160, p.114ff.]. Furthermore, the critical angle αc has to be considered; below
αc, total reŕection of the incident X-ray beam occurs implying that the incidence angle has
to be larger than the critical angle [164, p.161f.]. The critical angle was found to be 0.315◦
for the case of Fe60Al40 thin őlms. Figure 2.7 shows the penetration depth of Fe60Al40 őlms
at a 2θ of 44◦ ś which is the position of the (100) fundamental peak having the highest
intensity ś for several ratios of I/I0. Considering the case of 90% being transmitted (light
blue line), the whole sample depth of about 250 nm is penetrated for an angle of 1◦; there-
fore, the incidence angle was set to 1◦ for all GIXRD measurements. The derivation of the
applied formula can be found in Ref. 164 on page 161ff.
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The regular arrangement of atoms in single crystals and the effect of chemical disorder
inducing a speciőc long-range order LRO were introduced in chapter 1.1.1. For the case
of polycrystalline materials, the order parameter Sstructure ś being calculated from the
antisite probability ś was introduced.
Antisite disorder reduces the intensity of the superstructure peak (SSP), which is why
the relative intensity of the (100) SSP, ISSP , and the intensity of the fundamental (110)
peak, IFP , can be used to estimate the order parameter, S, by equation 2.4 [26, 165, 166]:
S =
√
(ISSP /IFP )measured
(ISSP /IFP )calculated
(2.4)
The measured intensity ratio of SSP and FP has to be put in relation to the calculated
theoretical intensity ratio. The derivation of the formula and calculation of the theoretical
intensity ratio is presented in chapter A.1 in the appendix.
Figure 2.9: The black line shows the relation between the order parameters calculated
from antisite probability (Sstructure) and integrated peak intensities (S). The dashed grey
line shows the 1:1 relation; the deviation Sstructure vs. S is within the experimental error
indicated by the point and the error bars next to the graph.
The order parameter is dimensionless and ś by applying it to Fe60Al40 ś 0 for a fully
disordered A2 structure, and due to the off-equiatomic composition, results in ∼0.8 for
a well ordered B2 structure. The order parameter obtained from peak intensities, S,
is proportional to the one calculated from antisite probability, Sstructure, as reported in
literature [167, p.208f.]. However, there is a slight difference within the experimental error,
which decreases with increasing chemical disorder in Fe60Al40 őlms as shown in Fig. 2.9;
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2.2.2 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) is an ion beam analysis method exploiting
the energy loss of light ions being scattered elastically at host atoms. The method offers
the advantage to obtain the thickness and composition of thin őlms in a non-destructive
way. The RBS measurements were performed at the Ion Beam Center of the Helmholtz-
Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf. Figure 2.11 shows the schematic working principle of RBS
with measurement parameters ś like detector and beam incidence angle, ion species and
energy ś being set to the ones used in the experimental setup.
Figure 2.11: Working principle of the elastic backscattering process, which is exploited
by the Rutherford backscattering spectrometry.
The sample, i.e. Fe60Al40, was irradiated with a 4He+ beam having an energy (E) of
1.7 MeV and being incident perpendicular to the sample surface. RBS is based on the
energy loss of the monoenergetic 4He+ ion due to the collision with the nucleus of the
host atoms, i.e. Fe and Al. The backscattering of the helium ion in consequence of the
collision is related to the collision cross section; the energy loss is deőned by the kinematic
factor (K). The scattering cross section and the kinematics of the collision are independent
of the chemical bonding, which makes the backscattering event insensitive to matrix effects.
The kinematic factor depends on the masses of the incident ion (4He+, m1) and the Fe
or Al host atom (m2) as well as the scattering angle (Fig. 2.11) [168, p.57ff.]. The mass
dependence of the energy loss during the collision process offers the opportunity of element
speciőc analysis.
Supposing E1 the energy of the helium ion after the collision process, the energy can be
calculated by E1 = K · E. However, this equation is only valid for surface atoms since the
4He+ ion also loses energy while traveling through theFe60Al40 őlm, which is related to
the interactions of the ion with the screened nuclei and the electronic system as described
in chapter 1.2.1. Considering the energy loss while traveling through the target material
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which causes an increased signal height toward decreasing energies or deeper into the
sample [168, p.64f.]. However, ion channeling (see chapter 1.2.1) would lead to a signiőcant
reduction of the yield, which is why the sample was tilted stepwise during the measurement
to avoid channeling (so-called “random mode”).
2.2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy
This chapter will provide a brief introduction into the transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) investigations performed on the thin őlms presented in chapter 3.1. The TEM
analysis was carried out in the Structural Analysis department of the Ion Beam Center at
the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf. Prior to the microscopy, the specimen was
prepared by cutting out a thin lamella using a focused ion beam (FIB, Zeiss NVision 40).
The TEM analysis itself was performed on a FEI Titan 80-300.
The setup uses a Schottky őeld emission gun (S-FEG) where the electron emission is
initiated by a high acceleration voltage rather than a high temperature. S-FEG have a
smaller source of illumination and a higher brightness, which results in the opportunity
to form smaller and more intense electron beams on the sample compared to thermionic
sources [170, p.84]. Electrons also can be focused easily compared to X-rays even though
X-ray diffraction patterns are more quantitative. The focusing is realized by magnetic
lenses [170, p.59ff.].
The measurements were carried out in the scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) mode where an electron nano-beam scans over the őlm; the images were taken
by means of high-angle annular dark-őeld imaging (HAADF). Here, an annular dark-őeld
detector collects the electrons which were scattered elastically under an high angle [170,
p.587ff.]. To scatter under a high angle, the electron needs to pass close to the nucleus of
the atom implying a screened nuclear scattering [171, p.284]. Accordingly, the electrons
are scattered at individual atoms and then detected. The elastic scattering process itself
depends on the atom mass, which is why the electrons carry compositional information.
For this reason, this imaging method is sometimes referred to as Z-contrast. Due to the
scattering at individual atoms and the detection under a high angle, phase differences and
interferences are irrelevant (incoherent scattering) providing a more direct interpretation
of atom types and positions [170, p.587ff.]. The FEI Titan 80-300 setup has a high reso-
lution of 0.136 nm. The HAADF contrast is generally unaffected by defocus and specimen
thickness [172, p.380]. However, there are also drawbacks of the method: The specimen
area has to be scanned for a longer time period, which might lead to contamination or
beam damage. Furthermore, the method is less sensitive to compositional changes in low
Z materials due to the small scattering cross-section of light elements [170, p.590].
The electrons also lose energy due to inelastic scattering processes leading to core electron
ionization and hence the emission of characteristic X-rays. Equipping the TEM with an
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) detector, these characteristic X-rays can be
detected by dispersing them into a spectrum according to their energy. The HAADF image
and EDXS spectrum can be obtained simultaneously, which results in information about
structure, composition, and bonding at each location [170, p.217,590][172, p.585].
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2.3 Magnetic Characterization
2.3.1 Vibrating Sample Magnetometry
The magnetic properties of the Fe60Al40 thin őlms were measured by using a supercon-
ducting quantum interference device in the vibrating sample magnetometry mode (SQUID-
VSM). A dc-SQUID sensor consists of a superconducting loop on which two Josephson
junctions are connected in parallel as illustrated in Fig. 2.13; a resistive shunt is installed
to eliminate hysteresis on the I-V characteristic of the junction [173, p.7f.]. The supercon-
ducting ring is biased by a current I. The Josephson junction (capacitor) is characterized
by a small gap between the superconductor enabling the loss-free ŕow of a small tunnel-
ing current [174, 175]. Without an applied external magnetic őeld, the input current I
splits equally with respect to the two Josephson junctions. By applying an external mag-
netic őeld, H, a screening current is induced ŕowing in the same direction as the input
current in the one junction and in the opposite direction in the other. Once the criti-
cal current is exceeded, a voltage V can be detected across the junction. The magnetic
ŕux inside the SQUID ring modulates the critical current periodically [173, p.43ff.][176].
As shown in Fig. 2.13, the sample ś marked by a white “S” ś is put inside the SQUID
ring and vibrating at a known amplitude and frequency (VSM mode). The vibration of
the sample introduces perturbation in the uniform external magnetic őeld and hence a
change of the voltage detected by the pick-up coils [177]. The VSM mode increases the
measurement speed signiőcantly. More detailed information on the basics of SQUID can
be found in Ref. 173. Note that the measured magnetic properties are integrated over the
whole sample volume. To study the behavior of magnetic particles or clusters, the sample
can be cooled down with and without an applied magnetic őeld and compared [178]; this
measurement type is called őeld-cooled (FC) and zero-őeld cooled (ZFC), respectively.
Figure 2.13: Schematic of a dual junction SQUID sensor including the applied measure-
ment conőgurations (modiőed from Ref. 173).
The magnetic properties of the thin őlms presented in this work were measured with
a commercial SQUID-VSM system, namely Magnetic Property Measurement System 3
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(MPMS) from Quantum Design. The setup can apply a magnetic őeld of up to 7T.
Here, sample sizes of about 3x3 mm2 were measured. The sample can be measured in the
temperature range from 5K to 400 K. The measurements at higher temperatures presented
in chapter 4 (Fig. 4.1) were performed using the VSM at the Institute of Materials Science
at the TU Dresden. Later on, the SQUID-VSM will be referred to as VSM only.
2.3.2 Spin-Resolved Photoemission Electron Microscopy
The photoemission electron microscope (PEEM) provides a magniőed image of the sec-
ondary electron intensity distribution at the sample surface. The secondary electrons (pho-
toelectrons) are emitted in consequence of the absorption of soft X-rays. Chemical and
crystallographic differences lead to work-function diversities and hence intensity variations
[179, p.1ff.][180, p.43ff.,181ff.]. For this reason, PEEM is sensitive to structural changes
like order-disorder transitions [181].
The elemental core level absorption edges can be accessed due to the use of soft X-rays,
which is why the process is element-speciőc [182, p.1]. Measuring ferromagnetic samples
like Fe60Al40 thin őlms, the X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) has to be consid-
ered, which is connected to the absorption of circular polarized X-rays. In this context,
the L2/3 absorption edge of the 3d transition metal, i.e. Fe, is relevant. The magnetic
properties are mainly governed by 3d valence electrons, since the excitation onset of the
transition of 2p core electrons to empty states above the Fermi level deőnes the XMCD
signal. The number of electrons, excited into unoccupied 3d states, can vary for the 2 spin
directions, parallel and antiparallel, depending on the helicity of the circular polarized
X-rays. Both spin directions have an equal number of unoccupied states in the case of a
paramagnet. For ferromagnets, on the other hand, the number of excited electrons is differ-
ent for spins parallel and antiparallel to the magnetization direction. Thus, the absorption
process depends on the relative orientation between X-ray helicity and magnetization [179,
p.6ff.][183].
Imaging with a PEEM by exploiting the XMCD effect is called spin-resolved photo-
emission electron microscope (SPEEM) and was measured at the SPEEM beamline at
the BESSY II storage ring in Berlin. The setup has a spatial resolution of about 30 nm
and offers the combination with a Titanium-Sapphire laser (see chapter 2.1.4). A őeld of
up to a few mT can be applied as well [154]. The method measures the averaged mag-
netic properties within the penetration depth of a few nm. The Fe L resonance energy
was measured by means of energy-dependent X-ray absorption (XAS). The XMCD signal
was calculated by equation 2.6 using the obtained secondary electron intensity distribution
images for circular polarized X-rays with positive (pos) and negative (neg) helicity.
XMCD =
neg − pos
neg + pos
(2.6)
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2.4 Defect Analysis by Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy
Positrons can be trapped in lattice defects like vacancies due to the missing repulsive
force of the positively charged nucleus; this effect is exploited by positron annihilation
spectroscopy (PAS) [184, p.1ff.]. During PAS, positrons (e+) are implanted into the sample.
In the following, the positron-solid interaction processes relevant for PAS will be described,
which occur besides others like backscattering, channeling, and surface interaction of the
positrons. After the positron implantation, the e+ thermalizes by transferring its kinetic
energy into the crystal due to inelastic collisions and subsequently starts to diffuse until
its being trapped or annihilates. The diffusion length is limited by the őnite lifetime of the
positron in defect-free bulk. However, open-volume defects possess an attractive potential
well for e+ since the local electron density is decreased due to the missing core electrons;
the delocalized valence electrons form a negative charge. Typical open-volume defects are
vacancies, vacancy clusters, vacancy-impurity complexes, dislocations, grain boundaries,
interfaces, surfaces etc. If the e+ is trapped in a defect, a positronium (Ps) is formed,
which is a quasistable bound system of electron and positron. Two positronium states are
possible, the para-positronium (p-Ps) and ortho-positronium (o-Ps). The p-Ps has a singlet
state with antiparallel particle spins and a total spin of 0, whereas the o-Ps has a triplet
state with parallel spins and a total spin of 1. The p-Ps and o-Ps have respective lifetimes
in the range of picoseconds and nanoseconds, and decay into an even and odd number of
γ photons, respectively [184, p.49ff.][185, p.608ff.]. The emitted photons have an energy of
511 keV and are measured by a high resolution energy-dispersive germanium detector; in
the present study the energy resolution is 1.10 keV at 511 keV. Note that mainly neutral and
negative charged defects are analyzed since e+ are repelled from positive charged vacancies,
i.e. there is a higher energy barrier [184, p.61f.][185, p.615].
There are several PAS experimental techniques; in the following, the two measurement
techniques applied in this work will be introduced: Doppler broadening spectroscopy and
positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy.
Doppler-broadening spectroscopy (DBS) is based on the Doppler shift in the annihila-
tion energy (511 keV) caused by the motion of the positron-electron pair in annihilation
direction. Hence, DBS is sensitivity to the electron momentum distribution in the sample.
The signal-to-noise ratio can be improved signiőcantly by using 2 detectors in coincidence.
Figure 2.14 shows a representative spectrum measured by DBS. From the spectrum, the
two line shape parameters, S and W, can be obtained after background subtraction. As
shown in Fig. 2.14 and by equation 2.7, the S-Parameter is calculated from the integrated
number of counts in the central region (AS) of the peak in relation to the total number
of counts (Atotal). The W-Parameter is given by the relative fraction of the counts in the
wing regions of the peak (AW1+AW2) to Atotal.
S =
AS
Atotal
W =
AW1 +AW2
Atotal
(2.7)
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tion [184, p.5ff.][185, p.617ff.].
The DBS and PALS measurements were performed at the AIDA setup and the MePS
beamline, respectively, at the ELBE (Electron Linac for beams with high Brilliance and
low Emittance) facility at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf. More details about
the setups can be found in Ref 189.
2.5 Theoretical Approaches
The theoretical calculations or simulations presented in this work were performed by col-
laborators. They will be described only brieŕy in this chapter.
2.5.1 DFT Calculations on the Properties of Fe60Al40
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with respect to the magneto-
structural properties of Fe60Al40. The fully relativistic Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR)
formalism was used with the SPRKKR package [190]. Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation functional was used within generalized gradient approximation. Con-
őgurational disorder was treated within the coherent potential approximation (CPA). The
model for the paramagnetic phase was considered as the “disordered local moment (DLM)”
picture where magnetic moments are distributed randomly in 50 % spin-up direction and
50 % spin down direction in a model of a homogeneous random alloy treated within the
CPA. Local lattice relaxation was not considered in these simulations but the effect of
isotropic volume change on the properties was considered.
2.5.2 Ab-initio Calculations of Positron Lifetimes in Fe60Al40
DFT ab-initio calculations within the so-called standard scheme [191] were performed
to obtain the positron lifetimes for the delocalized state (bulk lifetime) and the trapped
state at various defect types. In this approximation, the positron density is assumed
to be everywhere vanishingly small and not affecting the bulk electron structure. The
electron density within the respective defect is őrst solved without considering positrons.
Subsequently, the positron density is calculated by solving a single particle Schrödinger
equation for the positron in an effective potential produced by the electrons and nuclei. The
positron lifetime is then calculated from the overlap of the positron and electron density
[191]. The electron-positron correlation was treated within the local density approximation
using the parametrization derived by Boronski and Nieminen [192].
The defects in ordered B2 or disordered A2 Fe60Al40 were modeled using a 128 atom
based supercell. A Brillouin-zone integration over the lowest-lying positron state, described
in Ref. 193, was used in the calculations of the positron parameters for point defects to
achieve a rapid convergence of the results with respect to the supercell size. The A2
disordered phase was modeled by random őlling of the lattice sites of the supercell with Fe
and Al atoms in the concentration corresponding to the composition Fe60Al40. Positron
lifetime calculations were performed for 10 randomly generated A2 supercells and the
results were statistically evaluated.
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2.5.3 Simulations on the Laser-Irradiation of Fe60Al40
A conventional one-dimensional (1D) two-temperature model (TTM) [138] was applied to
simulate the response of Fe60Al40 thin őlms of varying thickness to fs-laser-irradiation. As
introduced in chapter 1.2.2, the TTM provides a continuum level description of the laser
excitation and the subsequent relaxation of the conduction band electrons. The model
was adjusted to take the kinetics of melting and resolidiőcation processes into account,
as described in Ref. 194. The obtained output of these 1D simulations was used as input
for two-dimensional simulations. Here, the lateral propagation of the melting front and
the long-term evolution of the temperature proőle were investigated. A more detailed
description of the applied simulations can be found in Ref 195.
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Chapter 3
Unraveling Magneto-Structural Correlations
3.1 Characterization of Ordered B2 and Disordered A2 Films
Chemical disorder can be induced by ion-irradiation and leads to a structural and magnetic
phase transition in Fe60Al40. In this chapter, ordered B2 and disordered A2 thin őlms
of different thickness will be investigated with respect to their structural and magnetic
properties to characterize the initial state as well as the irradiation induced changes besides
chemical disorder.
3.1.1 Experiments
Fe60Al40 thin őlms of different thickness, i.e. nominally 10 nm, 40 nm, and 250 nm, were
prepared by magnetron sputtering on Si(001) substrates with 250 nm thermally oxidized
SiO2 to prevent intermixing and subsequently annealed at 773 K for 1 h to achieve the
ordered B2 structure as a deőned pristine state. The disorder was brought about by Ne+
irradiation with an ŕuence of 6·1014 ions/cm2. The primary energy of the ion beam, namely
8 keV for 10 nm, 30 keV for 40 nm, and 170 keV for 250 nm, was adjusted to position the
maximum of the quasi-Gaussian defect proőle in half depth of the őlm to create defects
over the whole őlm thickness as explained in chapter 2.1.3. The structural properties were
investigated by means of XRD, RBS, and TEM, whereas VSM was applied to measure the
magnetic properties. The measurement conditions are explained in the respective sections
in chapter 2.
3.1.2 Structural Properties
In chapter 1.2, the known structural changes going ahead with the B2→A2 phase tran-
sition, namely reduction of chemical order and an increase of the lattice parameter, were
explained. Both can be seen in Fig. 3.1 where the XRD diffractograms for an annealed,
ordered B2 and an irradiated, disordered A2 thin őlm, having a thickness of 250 nm,
is illustrated. The vanishing of the (100) and (111) superstructure peaks (SSP) implies
the complete destruction of LRO. The peak shift to lower angles indicates the increase
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garding the elemental distribution. Nevertheless, the ordered B2 and disordered A2 phase
can not be distinguished by the studied structural methods except for XRD. The magnetic
properties, on the other hand, vary strongly. The ion-irradiation induced disordering pro-
cess is independent of the őlm thickness with respect to the magnetic properties. XRD and
VSM were found to be a good choice to characterize the structural and magnetic properties
of Fe60Al40 thin őlms, respectively.
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3.2 Systematic Disordering by Ion-Irradiation
As introduced in chapter 1.1.2, Fe-Al alloys ś including Fe60Al40 ś were studied earlier with
respect to their structural and magnetic properties. However, despite the application of
a variety of experimental and theoretical approaches over the last decades [63, 65, 67, 71,
76, 82ś84], the mechanism of the disorder induced magnetic changes remains under debate
since varying the ordering also causes changes of other structural properties. This makes
it difficult to experimentally associate the changes of the magnetic properties to various
changes in structural properties. Observations of the Ms vs. lattice expansion and Ms vs.
disorder relationships under mechanical stress-induced disordering processes were reported
[63, 67, 78, 80], however without consensus; the induced Ms was considered purely a disor-
dering effect [66, 68, 69], and contradicted by claims of a Ms contribution from the lattice
expansion [65, 83]. This is why the following chapter focuses on a systematic investigation
of the B2→A2 phase transition in Fe60Al40 thin őlms. The states of (partial) disorder
are induced by ion-irradiation and investigated by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) regarding their structural and magnetic properties,
respectively. The interrelationship between chemical order, lattice expansion, and magne-
tization is investigated and where applicable, the respective contributions of disorder and
lattice expansion on Ms are disentangled. Furthermore, the observations are supported by
DFT calculations.
3.2.1 Experiments
Polycrystalline Fe60Al40 őlms with a thickness of 250 nm were deposited by single-target
DC magnetron sputtering on Si(001) substrates with a 250 nm thermally oxidized SiO2
buffer layer. Subsequently, the őlms were vacuum annealed at 773K for 1 h to achieve
the fully ordered B2 structure as an initial state. Following, the disorder was brought
about by systematic ion-irradiation. The main advantage of applying ion-irradiation to
the investigation of disorder induced effects is its direct and deőned way to induce atomic
rearrangements. The mass of the penetrating ions, energy of the ions as well as temperature
of the irradiation determine the chemical disorder manifested by the irradiation process ś all
of which can be exploited to subtly vary the induced disorder. This direct-disordering
approach can be used to tailor the order-disorder transition in őne steps while keeping the
composition őxed.
The use of thin őlms allows the whole őlm volume to be chemically disordered by ions.
The őlms were irradiated with three different ion species, i.e. H+, He+, and Ne+, at
low (100 K), high (523 K) or room temperature. These ions were used because no reac-
tions with Fe60Al40 are expected. In order to study the properties of partially disorder
Fe60Al40, the őlms were disordered systematically by varying the ion ŕuence up to 4·1017,
6.4·1016, and 1·1015 ions/cm2 for H+, He+, and Ne+, respectively. Also 2-step irradia-
tion experiments were performed, which refer to ion-irradiation of already disordered őlms
where the disorder of the pristine őlms was achieved by Ne+ pre-irradiation of fully ordered,
annealed őlms. The 2-step irradiations were performed to improve the damage uniformity
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across the őlm or to study the irradiation of already disordered, A2 structured thin őlms.
1-step irradiations, on the other hand, were performed onto fully ordered, annealed őlms.
Here, the primary energy of the ion beam, namely 17 keV for H+, 27 keV for He+, and
170 keV for Ne+, was adjusted to position the maximum of the quasi-Gaussian defect pro-
őle in half depth of the őlm to create defects over the whole őlm thickness as explained in
chapter 2.1.3. The irradiation parameters are presented in Table 3.2.
Nevertheless, independent of the treatment, the őlms were characterized regarding their
structural and magnetic properties by means of XRD and VSM, respectively. As discussed
in the respective chapters 2.2.1 and 2.3.1, both methods measure the properties over the
whole 250 nm őlm thickness. All measurements were performed at room temperature.
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Table 3.2: Ion-irradiation parameters of the studied samples.
Sample
number
Ion
species
Energy
in keV
Fluence
in ions/cm2
Temperature
in K
pristine őlms
1-5 annealed at 773 K, 1h in vacuum
1-step irradiation
6 H+ 17 4.0·1017 523
7 He+ 27 3.5·1016 523
8 H+ 17 1.0·1017 100
9 H+ 17 2.0·1017 100
10 H+ 17 4.0·1017 100
11 He+ 27 3.5·1016 100
12 Ne+ 170 9.0·1013 300
13 Ne+ 170 4.0·1014 300
14 Ne+ 170 6.0·1014 300
15 Ne+ 170 6.0·1014 300
16 Ne+ 170 6.0·1014 300
17 Ne+ 170 9.0·1014 300
2-step irradiation
18 Ne+ 180 6.0·1013 300
Ne+ 50 1.7·1013 300
19 Ne+ 180 1.0·1015 300
Ne+ 50 2.9·1014 300
20 Ne+ 170 6.0·1014 300
H+ 17 1.0·1017 100
21 Ne+ 170 6.0·1014 300
H+ 17 2.0·1017 100
22 Ne+ 170 6.0·1014 300
H+ 17 4.0·1017 100
23 Ne+ 170 6.0·1014 300
He+ 27 3.5·1016 100
24 Ne+ 170 6.0·1014 300
He+ 27 6.4·1016 100
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states around the critical point of 1-S = 0.6 (region III), were obtained predominantly by
irradiation with 17 keV H+ at ŕuences of 1, 2, and 4·1017 ions/cm2, while maintaining
a sample temperature of 100 K, as well as by irradiating with 170 keV Ne+ at a ŕuence
of 9·1013 ions/cm2 at 300 K. The conditions required to achieve stable partial disorder are
therefore varied, but mostly involve disordering at low temperatures with light ions, thereby
suppressing thermal diffusion. Intermediate values between 0.6 and 1 were not observed for
the applied experimental conditions (region IV). However, the detection limit of 1-S≈0.8
has to be considered. The őfth region represents the nominally fully disordered A2 thin
őlms, having a 1-S = 1, which results from He+ and Ne+ irradiation with high ŕuences.
This shows the main advantage of applying ion-irradiation for disordering; the disorder is
varied subtly by controlling the irradiation parameters, i.e. ion-species, energy, ŕuence,
and the irradiation temperature.
The hydrogen contents of samples 6 and 10 were measured by elastic recoil detection
analysis using 4He+ ions since high hydrogen ŕuences up to 4·1017 ions/cm2 were applied.
The hydrogen content was found to be below the resolution limit of about 3 at.%. Further-
more, an in-situ experiment was performed: A 250 nm thick Fe60Al40 őlm was irradiated at
100 K with a ŕuence of 4·1017 H+ ions/cm2 and an energy of 8 keV. The hydrogen content
was measured by means of nuclear reaction analysis. While heating up to room temper-
ature the hydrogen content decreased from about 16 at.% to 1 at.%, which is too low to
cause any signiőcant lattice expansion; and other effects like hydrogen accumulation at
grain boundaries or even bubble formation can be neglected.
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structure and the induced magnetization as illustrated in Fig. 3.15. The critical behavior
seen above allows us to separate the variations into three distinct regimes, demarcated
by a dotted line passing through the critical values of 1-S = 0.6 and a0≈ 2.91 Å (Fig. 3.8,
Fig. 3.13, and Fig. 3.14). Even as Ms and 1-S reach their limits above the critical point,
the a0 can be further increased until reaching its maximum; this can be explained by the
further disordering of residual short-range ordered B2 regions since the irradiation-induced
lattice expansion due to vacancies can be neglected [104].
3.2.5 Comparison to Previously Reported Data
The investigated thin őlms show a strong correlation between structural and magnetic
properties. To put the obtained results into scientiőc context, the results will be compared
to previously reported data on Fe60Al40, which were presented in chapter 1.1.2. During
these studies, indirect methods such as mechanical deformation were applied to induce
disorder [63, 67]. Such mechanical stress-induced processes tend to distribute the strain
inhomogeneously over the sample volume. The disordering is induced within the strained
regions, for instance at dislocation sites or low-angle grain boundaries [115, p.55f.], and the
inhomogeneity interferes with the interpretation of spectroscopic and magnetic measure-
ment methods that integrate over given volumes. The disorder in Fe60Al40 was induced
either by uniaxial compression of a bulk sample [67] or by milling of powder [63, 64]; com-
pared to the ion-irradiation of thin őlms investigated in this study. Hence, also the initial
sample states, i.e. bulk, powder, or thin őlm, differ. The main difference is the deformative
character of uniaxial compression and ball-milling. Besides the induced deformation of the
indirect methods, the induced triaxial stress differs as well. Whereas uniaxial compression
induces predominantly uniaxial stress, ball-milling results in a isotropic-like triaxial stress
[115, p.50ff.].
Observations of the Ms vs. lattice expansion and Ms vs. disorder relationships under
stress-induced disordering processes were reported [63ś67, 78, 80]. However, these pre-
vious investigations arrived at contradicting conclusions as to the origin of the induced
ferromagnetism, attributing the effect either to solely the disordering [66, 68, 69], or to a
őxed contribution of the lattice expansion [65, 83].
Figure 3.16 compares the above shown magneto-structural behavior to the previous ob-
servations. For 1-S < 0.6, there is a good match between the mechanical stress-induced as
well as irradiation-induced approaches (Fig. 3.16a). The stress-induced approaches show
1-S reaching a maximum at ∼0.8, a value that falls within the region of disordering close to
the resolution limit as indicated by the grey area in Fig. 3.16. Interestingly, the vanishing
of the SSP at 1-S∼ 0.6 was also observed for the mechanical stress-induced approaches
[67, 78]. Both obtained the 1-S values above this point by means of Rietveld őtting, which
has to be considered as well. The maximum 1-S of around 0.8 either results from őtting
or the mechanical stress-induced disordering, whether by ball-milling [63, 64, 78, 80], or
compressing a sintered pellet of the material [67], did not result in the fully disordered
structure. Considering the inhomogeneity of the mechanical stress-induced disordered
material, it can be understood, that a varying 1-S can average to intermediate values.
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sion of atoms. The partially disordered states around the critical point of 1-S = 0.6 in
Fig. 3.16, were obtained predominantly by irradiation with 17 keV H+, at ŕuences of 1, 2,
and 4·1017 ions/cm2, while maintaining a sample temperature of 100 K as well as at 300 K,
by irradiating with 170 keV Ne+ at a ŕuence of 9·1013 ions/cm2 (Fig. 3.10). The conditions
required to achieve stable partial disorder are therefore varied, but mostly involve disor-
dering at low temperatures with light ions, thereby suppressing thermal diffusion. These
conditions are difficult to achieve using mechanical stress at ambient.
The present investigation of the region around the critical point reveals that whereas the
monotonic behavior of a0 vs. 1-S, the Ms vs. 1-S shows an unambiguous critical increase
(Fig. 3.16).
Furthermore, all discussed disordering methods, i.e. uniaxial compression, ball-milling,
and ion-irradiation, lead to a decrease of the crystallite size and and increasing microstrain.
3.2.6 Theoretical Calculations
Having revealed the critical behavior for the onset of ferromagnetism, the plausibility of
this behavior will be examined using density functional theory (DFT). Several calculations
are mentioned in literature [81ś84, 95, 96, 98, 99], with each approach partially explaining
the observed behavior. Two of the most recent approaches are discussed below.
Kulikov et al. [82] applied the tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital (TB LMTO) ap-
proach on B2 Fe50Al50 and obtained a moment (µFe) of 0.76µB on the Fe atom, and an
equilibrium a0≈ 2.86 Å. The calculation also yielded a linear increase of µFe with increas-
ing a0. In the same work, a Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker approach with coherent potential
approximation (KKR-CPA) was applied to fully disordered Fe-Al compositions, and for
A2 Fe50Al50, a µFe of 1.6µB and equilibrium a0≈ 2.84 Åwas obtained. For A2-Fe60Al40, a
µFe of 1.8µB was calculated compared to 1.2µB observed experimentally; however, there
is a discrepancy for the B2 case, where the experimental value is 0.03µB. Also the calcula-
tion neglects the increasing a0 with disorder, seen clearly in Fig. 3.16a, as well as in other
works [63, 64, 67, 84, 96, 100, 205].
Apiñaniz et al. [83, 98, 99] applied the TB LMTO method to both, B2 and A2 structures,
and showed an increased a0 with disordering; the calculated equilibrium a0 for the B2 and
A2 are 2.84 and 2.89Å respectively, and µFe of 0.64 and 1.7µB, respectively. Furthermore,
a critical behavior of the µFe with increasing a0 is predicted, whereby µFe in B2 Fe50Al50
rises sharply from zero to 0.5µB as the a0 expands above 2.78 Å; in the absence of disorder.
Whereas the calculated critical dependence of µFe on a0 is inconsistent with the results
of mechanical stress-induced processes in the literature, it does bear resemblance to the
observations on ion-irradiated őlms shown here.
The prediction that the B2 structure can undergo a transition to a ferromagnetic state
above a critical a0, even without disorder, can prove useful in explaining the current ex-
perimental observations. The above aspect will now be explored, by performing DFT cal-
culations on the relevant composition, i.e. B2-Fe60Al40. The DFT approach is described
in chapter 2.5.1.
Figure 3.17 shows the total energy (E) of the B2 and A2 structure as a function of the
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diate disordered states may be established by supercells simulating intermediate degrees
of disorder. However, all possible site occupancy conőgurations for each 1-S value must
be considered, which is beyond the scope of the present study.
As described above, the magnetic behavior falls into three distinct regimes: A paramag-
netic regime and a ferromagnetic regime being separated by a critical regime. A plausible
mechanism for disorder induced magnetization in Fe60Al40 is as follows. An increase in the
number of Fe-Fe nearest neighbors at the antisite causes an increase in the occupancy of
the d band. TB LMTO calculations [82] have already shown that the density of states of
the majority spin band tends to be signiőcantly smaller than those of the minority band.
Also the increase of the spin-polarization at the disorder site due to electron őlling is known
from Kulikov et al.’s rigid band picture [82]. The perturbation at the antisite is associated
with an increased a0 as well as Friedel oscillations that cause a further increase of µFe of
Fe atoms that are a few atomic spacings away from the antisite. Thus, in the initial stages
of disordering, there occurs an interplay between 1-S and a0, mediated by µFe. The rigid
band picture is consistent with the monotonic variation of a0(1-S), while µFe remains at
minimum in the paramagnetic regime (Fig. 3.16a).
The ferromagnetic regime observed above the critical point cannot be explained by the
rigid band picture. Here the effect of the lattice expansion on the density of states must
be considered. This can be achieved by considering the lattice expansion in the disorder
free system, as shown in Fig. 3.18 for B2-Fe60Al40 and in Ref. 83 for B2 Fe50Al50. The
density of states for Fe-Al in the above composition range shows the d band possessing
a pseudogap with the EF lying approximately at its center. The onset of µFe requires
the Stoner splitting of the d band. Below the critical a0, the close distances between the
atoms can cause a smearing of the d bands. Spin-splitting at this stage will not result in
a signiőcantly lowered energy, keeping the EF pinned to the pseudogap. As the lattice
expands, orbital hybridization reduces and the peaks in the d band start to narrow. The
location of EF in the vicinity of the narrowing d band peaks can, at a critical point, make
spin-splitting energetically favorable. The onset of ferromagnetism in disorder free B2-
Fe60Al40 is therefore due to the particular position of EF in the presence of narrowing
d band peaks.
Consideration of the density of states clariőes two aspects of the B2→A2 transition:
Firstly, the increase of µFe locally, manifesting an interplay between 1-S and a0, and
secondly the increasing a0 leading to the onset of ferromagnetism in the B2-ordered regions
as well. The aspect that remains is the increasing µFe with a0. Experimentally as shown
in Fig. 3.16b, at the critical point, a collective ferromagnetic behavior is observed. From
theory, we see that lattice expansion can cause an onset of ferromagnetism in defect-free
B2-Fe60Al40 [83]. Put together this implies that in the real case, the disordered regions
are surrounded by the ordered regions. At the critical point the ordered regions also turn
ferromagnetic manifesting the sharp onset observed experimentally. The Ms will follow
a path bound by the B2 and A2 lines in Fig. 3.18. Disordering beyond the critical point
increases the a0 and Ms, consistent with the calculation for the A2 phase. From this point
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on, µFe increases further with increasing a0, which results from the disordering of the
remaining short-range ordered B2 regions. This part of the transition where µFe appears
to be dependent solely on the a0, was addressed in previous studies, arriving at a conclusion
that the lattice expansion contributes about 35 % of the induced µFe [65]. However, as
seen in the above discussion, separating the respective contributions of disorder and lattice
expansion, is meaningful only in the regime above the critical point. Note that the critical
point can only be reached via disordering and its interplay with the lattice expansion.
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Chapter 4
Defect-Mediated Atomic Rearrangements
The distribution of open-volume defects can determine application relevant parameters,
such as the temperature for thermal annealing [109, 110, 145, 146], i.e. even when va-
cancies may not be directly correlated with the functional properties of an alloy, they can
profoundly inŕuence the process path to achieve desirable properties. Observations of the
size and distribution of the open-volume defects can provide valuable insights into alloy
ordering processes.
In this chapter, the open-volume defects in Fe60Al40 thin őlms and their impact on ther-
mal annealing induced atomic rearrangements are investigated. The variation of magnetic
and structural properties during the A2→B2 ordering process at elevated temperatures
was reported recently [63, 64, 78, 80, 97, 104, 120]. Differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) measurements revealed chemical ordering at 400-440 K and grain growth at 680 K
[63, 80, 120]. Previously, no change of the open-volume defect concentration during the
ordering process was observed in the case of Fe60Al40 őlms [104].
As shown in the above chapter, the degree of A2/B2 ordering is strongly correlated to
its saturation magnetization. Therefore, magnetization measurements allow for a quick
and reliable estimate of the alloy ordering. The dependence of the ordering process on the
vacancy distribution is observed by positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) combined
with ab-initio calculations.
4.1 Experiments
Polycrystalline Fe60Al40 thin őlms with a thickness of 250 nm were prepared by single-
target magnetron-sputtering on Si(001) substrates with a ≈250 nm SiO2 buffer layer. These
‘as-grown’ őlms consist of a mixture of the B2 and A2 phase. The chemically ordered,
paramagnetic B2 phase was generated by annealing the as-grown őlms for 1 h at 773 K.
The fully disordered A2 phase, on the other hand, was generated by ion-irradiation of
the as-grown őlm with Ne+ at an energy of 170 keV and a ŕuence of 6·1014 ions/cm2; in
the following denoted as ‘as-grown(irr)’. Alternatively, the A2 phase was generated by
ion-irradiation of the B2 őlm leading to the ‘B2(irr)’ sample state. The ion energy was
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selected to disorder the whole őlm volume (see chapter 2.1.3) and the selected ion ŕuence
is known to induce the nominally fully disordered A2 phase in Fe60Al40 thin őlms (see
chapter 3.2) [76]. The sample denotations and their respective preparations are summarized
in Table 4.1. These initial sample states were ordered via annealing at ≈400 K, except for
the B2 őlm which is already fully ordered. That way post-annealed as-grown, as-grown(irr),
and B2(irr) őlms will be referred as such in the further text.
Table 4.1: Description of the different denoted Fe60Al40 thin őlms showing the preparation
of the initial states and the post treatment.
Sample
denotation
Preparation
Initial Ms
in kA/m
Crystal
Structure
Ms after
post-annealing
in kA/m
as-grown 250 nm sputtered őlm 224
B2/A2
mixture
162
as-grown(irr)
irradiation of an as-grown őlm
with 6·1014 Ne+/cm2
at 170 keV
518 A2 200
B2
annealing of an as-grown őlm
at 773 K for 1 h
13 B2
B2(irr)
irradiation of a B2 őlm
with 6·1014 Ne+/cm2
at 170 keV
444 A2 64
The magnetic characterization was performed by VSM (see chapter 2.3.1). The magneti-
zation, M, was measured in saturation by applying 1.2T during the post-annealing process.
The heating and cooling rates were set to 5 K/min. Two different annealing procedures
were applied: First, isochronal annealing from 373 K to 773 K in steps of 50 K, where the
temperature was kept constant for 10 min at each step. Second, an isothermal annealing
at 400 K for 1 h. The saturation magnetization (Ms) was obtained from hysteresis curves
measured between ±1.2 T at 300±0.5 K before and after the annealing process.
The defects were characterized by two different positron annihilation spectroscopy tech-
niques: Doppler broadening spectroscopy (DBS) and positron annihilation lifetime spec-
troscopy (PALS), explained in chapter 2.4. The positron energy was set to 5 keV, which
corresponds to a penetration depth close to half-depth of the thin őlms. The DBS measure-
ments were performed at room temperature before and after thermal annealing at 400 K,
without breaking the vacuum. To obtain additional information about the defects, PALS
was measured before, during, and after annealing for 1 h at 423K. The heating rate was
∼20 K/min and the spectra were captured at temperatures between 303 K and 423K in
steps of 20 K with statistics of 5 million counts per spectrum. During annealing at 423 K,
the spectra were measured continuously with about 5 min per spectrum, which corresponds
to approximately 10 million counts per spectrum.
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4.3 Defect Characterization
The open-volume defect distribution is measured using positron annihilation spectroscopy
(PAS), which allows for determining the defect size (type) and its atomic surrounding in
a non-destructive manner. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of a B2-ordered Fe-Al alloy with
several defect types discussed in this work: Single atomic mono-vacancies in the Fe (VFe)
or Al (VAl) sublattice. If two mono-vacancies (VFe and/or VAl) couple, a di-vacancy is
formed (e.g. VFe+VAl). The combination of two Fe vacancies with an Fe antisite atom is
called triple defect. Vacancy clusters are large agglomerations of vacancies; if the diameter
of these clusters exceeds 0.4 nm they are called voids or (micro-)pores [209].
Figure 4.3: Schematic of various defect types in an ordered B2 lattice.
The different ordering rate of the three initial sample states, i.e. as-grown, as-grown(irr),
and B2(irr), is indicated by the different decrease of Ms upon annealing for 1 h at 400 K,
namely 28 %, 61 %, and 86%, respectively, as shown in the above chapter (Fig. 4.2a). For
the identiőcation of the microscopic mechanism leading to such drastic differences in the
annealing behavior, PAS was utilized.
Doppler broadening spectroscopy (DBS) measurements were also performed without
breaking the vacuum before and after post-annealing at 400 K. The energy dependency of
the two line shape parameters, S and W, are shown in Fig. 4.4. The positron implantation
energy (Ep) was varied between 0.05 and 35 keV; however, the Fe60Al40-SiO2 interface is
reached at Ep≈10 keV. The S-Parameter is related to the open-volume defect concentra-
tion, as explained in chapter 2.4. Note that the mean positron penetration depth (zmean)
depends on the density of the alloy, which is related to the chemical order since anti-
site disorder increases the lattice parameter in Fe60Al40; this implies that zmean can vary
slightly for the various őlms. Here, zmean was calculated for the intermediate density of
5.89 g/cm3. The high S-Parameter of the as-grown őlm indicates a large open-volume de-
fect concentration, which decreases only slightly after post-annealing at 400K. The defect
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The Makhov proőles, discussed in chapter 2.4, give a positron distribution across the
thickness of the őlm for a speciőc positron implantation energy. The positron implantation
energy of Ep=5 keV results in a zmean close to half-depth of the thin őlms and a positron
distribution covering the whole 250 nm of the Fe60Al40 őlms, seen in Ref. 104.
Figure 4.5 shows the relation between the two line shape parameters, S and W, before
and after annealing, which were obtained from DBS measurements using a positron im-
plantation energy of Ep=5 keV. The shown Fe and Al reference values are obtained by
measuring defect-free bulk samples, which results in a positron annihilation in the bulk
instead of open-volume defects. The Ne+ irradiated őlms as well as the fully ordered B2
őlm are located on a straight line, which goes upon extrapolation through the Fe bulk
reference value. The annealing of the irradiated samples moves the S-W values in direction
of the Al bulk reference value, however, still located on the same line. In contrast to both
irradiated őlms, the S-W values of the as-grown őlms, before and after annealing, are not
located on this straight line.
Table 4.2: Results of the PALS analysis for an energy of incident positrons Ep=5 keV:
Intensity and Lifetime of the defects within the various sample states.
Sample state
Intensity in % and
Lifetime in ps
initial states
as-grown
74.2(6)
203(1)
25.0(4)
490(6)
0.6(2)
1200(100)
B2
69(5)
184(2)
30(3)
288(6)
0.35(1)
2300(100)
1.167(8)
22500(200)
as-grown(irr)
93.0(3)
194(1)
7.0(3)
414(6)
B2(irr)
96.0(5)
185(0)
3.9(5)
290(4)
after annealing at 423 K
post-annealed as-grown
77.1(6)
202(1)
22.2(5)
457(5)
0.7(1)
1500(100)
post-annealed as-grown(irr)
89.9(5)
207(1)
10.1(5)
405(5)
post-annealed B2(irr)
73.4(0)
188(0)
26.6(0)
256(1)
Besides DBS, another method to characterize open-volume defects with respect to their
size distribution is the determination of positron lifetime. The positron annihilation life-
time spectroscopy (PALS) measurements were performed at Ep=5 keV before and after
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post-annealing at 423 K and subsequently őtted by PALSőt [188]. The obtained results
for the positron lifetimes and their respective intensities are presented in Table 4.2. The
data are illustrated graphically in Fig. 4.6. Figure 4.6a shows the distinct values for the
positron lifetimes, which are associated with distinct kinds of open-volume defects, for the
three initial sample states, i.e. as-grown, as-grown(irr), and B2(irr). For comparison, the
positron lifetime distribution for the B2-ordered őlm is shown in Fig. 4.6a as well. The
positron lifetime distribution for the post-annealed samples is shown in Fig. 4.6b.
Figure 4.6: Positron lifetimes and their respective intensities obtained by őtting the PALS
measurements using PALSőt [188] (a) before and (b) after post-annealing at 423 K for the
different sample states given in the legend. The inset shows the respective positron lifetimes
above 1 ns. The positron implantation energy was set to 5 keV.
The shortest positron lifetime varies for all sample states, before as well as after post-
annealing, slightly in the range between 184-207 ps (Fig. 4.6a and b). For the as-grown
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őlm, three positron lifetimes are observed. The annealing of the as-grown őlm at 773 K
leads to the formation of the B2 phase and the occurrence of a fourth lifetime above 20 ns;
the second lifetime decreases signiőcantly from 490 ps to 288 ps. After Ne+ irradiation of
the as-grown and B2 őlms, only two positron lifetimes below 500 ps are observed. The
ion-irradiation of as-grown őlms reduces the second lifetime from 490 ps to 414 ps whereas
in the case of the B2 őlm no change is observed. The post-annealing at 423 K induces
only a slight variation of the shortest positron lifetimes as well as the ones above 1 ns; the
lifetimes in the range between 250-500 ps decrease upon annealing for all sample states.
The positron lifetime values and the respective intensities of the annihilation lines were
additionally measured in-situ, i.e. during the annealing process, seen in Fig. 4.7a-d. The
positron lifetimes and intensities are modiőed monotonically during the post-annealing.
Figure 4.7: Variation of the positron lifetimes (a, c) and their respective inten-
sities (b, d) during post-annealing. (Green) as-grown, (Red) as-grown(irr), (Black)
B2(irr). The several lifetimes and their respective intensities are marked with symbols.
The dashed lines in c and d serve as a guide to the eye.
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4.4 Ab-initio Calculations of Positron Lifetimes
The positron lifetimes in the ps-regime, observed in all őlms, refer to point defects like
mono-vacancies and triple defects [105, 210] and defects of higher order, e.g. surfaces and
small vacancy clusters within the grains or at grain boundaries [211]. The positron lifetimes
above ∼1 ns, observed in the non-irradiated őlms, result from the pick-off annihilation of
ortho-positronium formed in voids or pores, i.e. vacancy clusters larger than 0.4 nm [209,
212, 213]. In order to identify the respective defect types and their impact on the ordering
process, ab-initio calculations of positron lifetimes were performed (see chapter 2.5.2). The
calculated positron lifetimes for different defect conőgurations in B2-Fe60Al40 are shown
Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Calculated positron lifetimes for various defect types in B2-Fe60Al40.
Defect configuration Lifetime in ps
defect-free bulk 112.6
mono-vacancies
VFe 189.9
VAl 184.0
triple defects
2VFe+1FeAl (single triple defect) 198.6
3VFe+2FeAl (two triple defects) 201.6
4VFe+3FeAl (three triple defects) 203.3
continuous chain of triple defects ≈204
di-vacancy
VFe+VAl 210.8
tri-vacancy
2VFe+VAl 231.6
vacancy clusters
4VFe+1VAl 258.8
4VFe+2VAl 257.8
8VFe+1VAl 295.7
However, the lifetime of positrons trapped in an open-volume defect depends not only
on its open-volume but also on the atomic surrounding; hence, antisite disorder causes a
certain spread of the calculated lifetimes. For example the bulk positron lifetime for fully
disordered (A2 structure) Fe60Al40 varies from 106 ps to 114 ps, depending on the local
variations of chemical composition. These variations are even larger for positrons localized
at defects. The lifetime of positrons trapped in mono-vacancies in A2-Fe60Al40 increases
linearly with an increasing number of Al nearest neighbors, as seen in Fig. 4.8.
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to induce vacancies distributed randomly in both, Fe and Al, sublattices. Similarly, the
B2-ordered őlm has been ion-irradiated; here, likewise no voids or pores are observed and
the concentration of the intragranular vacancy clusters with a positron lifetime ∼290 ps de-
creases signiőcantly from 30 % to 4 % indicating a fragmentation of vacancy clusters. The
concentration of mono-vacancies, on the other hand, increases from 69 % to 96 % (Fig. 4.6).
Among the initial sample states, the as-grown őlm shows the smallest drop in Ms (28 %)
upon isothermal post-annealing at 400 K (Fig. 4.2a) indicating the lowest degree of atomic
ordering. The triple defects and vacancy clusters are found to be stable at 423 K decreas-
ing the atomic ordering via vacancies (Fig. 4.6b and 4.9). The ordering rate within the
as-grown(irr) őlm during post-annealing is strongly increased as compared to the non-
irradiated őlm indicated by an increasing drop in Ms from 28% to 61% (Fig. 4.2a), which
results from the ion-irradiation induced fragmentation of the vacancy clusters as well as the
creation of randomly distributed mono-vacancies. The observed mixture of mono-vacancies
and triple defects in the as-grown(irr) őlm with a positron lifetime of 194 ps changes upon
post-annealing to 207 ps. Since Ms decreases strongly during annealing (Fig. 4.2a) a forma-
tion of triple defects, implying antisite disorder, is unlikely to occur. The increased lifetime
of 207 ps refers to di-vacancies (Fig. 4.9), which implies an agglomeration of mono-vacancies
during post-annealing. The post-annealing of the B2(irr) őlm conőrms the above observa-
tions: The predominant amount of mono-vacancies (96%) as well as the fragmentation of
vacancy clusters (Fig. 4.6a) increase the ordering rate signiőcantly indicated by a drop in
Ms of 86%. The effect of vacancy agglomeration during annealing is also observed for the
post-annealing of the B2(irr) őlm; the concentration of vacancy clusters increases signiő-
cantly on the expense of mono-vacancies whereas the size of the defect clusters decreases
indicating a decomposition of vacancy clusters into smaller ones (Fig. 4.6 and 4.9).
In summary, Fe and Al mono-vacancies introduced by Ne+ irradiation increase the
A2→B2 ordering rate whereas triple defects and vacancy clusters are stable during an-
nealing at 423K decreasing the ordering rate.
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Chapter 5
Laser Pulse Induced Reversible
Order-Disorder Transition
In recent years, the impact of laser light on the magnetic properties of materials was
studied intensively in order to integrate optical and magnetic data storage. With respect
to applications, this integration is being approached by optical magnetization reversal
phenomena [217ś220] and heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR)[221ś224]. However,
the switching process of these approaches does not change the saturation magnetization
itself. Until now, the data bits are recorded in terms of the magnetic stray őeld direction;
certainly the detection of ferromagnetic regions within a non-ferromagnetic matrix would
show a much stronger effect and can be created by local ion-irradiation of Fe60Al40 thin
őlms [76], exploiting the magnetic phase transition going along with the order-disorder
transition. Even though ion-irradiation can enhance the reordering process in certain
alloys [225, 226], no order-disorder switching was demonstrated. On the other hand, the
reversible switching between the amorphous and crystalline phase of chalcogenide systems
by means of laser-irradiation was shown [227]. Therefore, the impact of laser pulses on the
order-disorder transition of Fe60Al40 thin őlms is studied in this chapter.
The results of this chapter are published in the following article: Ehrler, J. et al.: ACS
Applied Materials & Interfaces, 10, 17, 15232 (2018)
5.1 Experiments
Fe60Al40 thin őlms with thicknesses of 20, 40, and 80 nm were prepared by single-target
magnetron sputtering on MgO substrates to study the inŕuence of laser-irradiation on the
magnetic properties of the respective thin őlms. Subsequently, the őlms were annealed
in vacuum at 773 K for 1 h to achieve the fully ordered, paramagnetic B2 structure as an
initial state. The experiments, described in the following, were performed at the spin-
resolved photoemission electron microscope (SPEEM) at the BESSY II storage ring in
Berlin where laser-irradiation can be combined with high resolution magnetic imaging [154].
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The applied methods, namely SPEEM and laser-irradiation, were described in more detail
in chapter 2.3.2 and 2.1.4, respectively.
The thin őlm properties were modiőed by means of laser-irradiation. For this, a Titanium-
Sapphire laser with a wavelength of 800 nm and a pulse duration of ∼100 fs was focused
by the help of a micro-lens underneath the sample to a spot size of 2 µm. Thus, the laser
irradiates the sample from the backside being incident on the MgO/Fe60Al40 interface.
The experimental scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 and described in more detail in Ref. 158.
The thin őlms were irradiated with single pulses or trains of a deőned number of pulses
up to 5·106 pulses, which were selected by a pulse picker. The laser repetition rate was
2.5 MHz.
The laser-irradiation induced magnetization variations were imaged by means of SPEEM
at the thin őlm surface after the respective single pulses or pulse trains. The element
speciőc X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) was measured at the L3 resonance of
Fe (707 eV).
Figure 5.1: Experimental scheme. The thin őlms are laser-irradiated by single pulses or
pulse trains, which are incident at the Fe60Al40/MgO interface. The induced magnetic
changes are probed by means of SPEEM at the thin őlm surface.
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5.2 Results
The irradiation of a 40 nm thick B2-Fe60Al40 őlm with a single laser pulse at a ŕuence
of 500 mJ/cm2 leads to a strong XMCD contrast within the laser-irradiated region as
illustrated in Fig. 5.2a. The XMCD contrast is proportional to the surface magnetization
with red and blue giving the magnetizations parallel and anti-parallel to the X-ray probe
beam, respectively (see chapter 2.3.2). Hence, the irradiation of paramagnetic Fe60Al40
with a single high ŕuence laser pulse leads to the formation of ferromagnetism indicating
the chemically disordered A2 phase. Multiple domains with some having a lateral size of
about 800 nm are formed; a similar size was reported previously for bulk A2-Fe60Al40 [74].
Figure 5.2: Magnetic writing (a) and erasing (b) through laser-irradiation of a 40 nm
thick B2-Fe60Al40 őlm. (a) A single pulse at a ŕuence of 500 mJ/cm2 generates a magnetic
multi-domain state. (b) The irradiation of the same spot with a pulse train of 105 pulses
at 200 mJ/cm2 suppresses the magnetic contrast. The approximate laser affected zone is
indicated by the dotted ellipses. The spiral arrow in (a) shows the incident direction of
the X-ray probe beam. The surface magnetization components parallel and anti-parallel
to the X-ray beam are indicated in red and blue, respectively.
Figure 5.2b shows the irradiation of the same spot ś using the same laser ś with a pulse
train of 105 pulses at a low laser ŕuence of 200 mJ/cm2, which signiőcantly suppresses
the surface magnetic contrast generated by the single pulse at high ŕuence. Hence, the
irradiation with a low ŕuence pulse train erases the multi-domain state indicating the
formation of the paramagnetic, ordered B2 phase.
The same spot was again laser-irradiated while applying a small őeld of +5mT. This
time the single pulse with 500 mJ/cm2 creates a magnetic single domain state as illustrated
in Fig. 5.3a. Like before, the irradiation of the ferromagnetic region with a low ŕuence pulse
train leads to a suppression of the magnetization (Fig. 5.3b).
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Figure 5.3: Magnetic writing (a) and erasing (b) through laser-irradiation of a 40 nm
thick B2-Fe60Al40 őlm with a single pulse at 500 mJ/cm2 and 104 pulses at 200 mJ/cm2,
respectively, under an applied őeld of +5 mT. The őeld forces the formation of a single
domain state. The approximate laser affected zone is indicated by the dotted ellipses.
Figure 5.4: Irradiation of a 40 nm thick B2-Fe60Al40 őlm with a single pulse at high (a)
and low (b) laser ŕuence under an applied őeld of -15 mT. (a) A single pulse at 400mJ/cm2
generates a single domain state. (b) A subsequent pulse at low ŕuence (200 mJ/cm2) re-
duces the magnetic contrast signiőcantly. The approximate laser affected zone is indicated
by the dotted ellipses.
For optimization purposes the “writing” and “erasing” processes were performed under
varying conditions. Figure 5.4a shows the irradiation with a single pulse at a laser ŕuence
of 400mJ/cm2 while a slightly higher magnetic őeld of -15 mT is applied, which increases
the resulting magnetic contrast strongly. The subsequent irradiation with a single pulse
at a lower ŕuence of 200 mJ/cm2 does not suppress the magnetic contrast completely, but
leads to a signiőcant reduction of about 40% as illustrated in Fig. 5.4b.
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5.3 Simulations
In addition to the experimental work, simulations were performed in order to understand
the disordering and reordering process, which are associated with the “write” and “erase”
process, respectively. A series of simulations was performed to study the laser induced
phase transition in Fe60Al40 őlms. Further information about the simulations can be found
in chapter 2.5.3. The simulations are based on a continuum-level model, which takes the
different stages of laser-solid interaction into account, i.e., the excitation of the electrons in
the conduction band by photon-electron interactions, the collision between excited electron
and lattice phonons (electron-phonon interaction), and the subsequent fundamental heat
conduction as well as the kinetics of melting and resolidiőcation. Here, the irradiation
conditions and the temperature dependent material properties are considered. The exper-
imental conditions as shown in Fig. 5.1 were reproduced in the simulations. The irradiated
laser pulse is focused on a 2 µm spot at the őlm-substrate interface and is assumed to have
a Gaussian intensity distribution. The calculations were performed for all three experi-
mentally investigated thicknesses, namely 20, 40, and 80 nm. However, in the following,
the focus will be on the 40 nm thick Fe60Al40 őlm, which was found to show the most
pronounced effect of laser induced magnetic writing and erasing.
A series of simulations with varying laser ŕuences was performed for the 40 nm thick
őlm. An onset for the melting at the Fe60Al40 /MgO interface was obtained for a laser
ŕuence of 173 mJ/cm2. With increasing laser ŕuence the size of the molten region expands
into the őlm. At a laser ŕuence of 357 mJ/cm2, a second melting region emerges at the
surface of the őlm, which also increases in size with a further increase of the laser ŕuence.
These two melting fronts, i.e. the one at the őlm-substrate interface and the one at the
surface of the őlm, propagate with increasing laser ŕuence and merge together at a laser
ŕuence of 394 mJ/cm2. This results in a complete melting throughout the thickness of the
őlm.
As mentioned in chapter 1.2, the metastable A2 phase can be achieved by rapid solidiő-
cation of the molten alloy due to insufficient time to form the thermodynamically stable,
ordered phase. However, if there is an adequate high temperature for a sufficient time
frame, the metastable phase can undergo the phase transition to the ordered B2 phase.
The reordering process is directly linked to the atomic rearrangements, which happen
through the vacancy diffusion mechanism. An experimental study on the role of vacancies
in the temperature dependent reordering process in Fe60Al40 őlms was performed in chap-
ter 4 and can be found in Ref. 104 as well. Therefore, and because SPEEM is a surface
sensitive method, the mean square displacement of vacancies, X 2, was calculated in the
surface region located at the center of the laser spot. Figure 5.10 illustrates calculated vari-
ations of the surface temperature and X 2 with time after irradiation of a 40 nm Fe60Al40
őlm with a 100 fs single laser pulse of different ŕuence. Here, the mean square displace-
ment of vacancies is calculated in the time frame from complete solidiőcation until vacancy
diffusion stops due to further cooling (shown in gray). The thermodynamic driving force
for the reordering process depends on the temperature, which is why the magnitude of X 2
can not be linked quantitatively to the kinetics of the phase transition. However, it allows
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to estimate the extent of atomic rearrangements during the reordering process. The tem-
poral evolution of the surface temperature and the respective phase states are indicated
by the blue and red lines giving the solid and liquid phase, respectively. The dashed red
line indicated the supercooling of the molten alloy below the melting temperature Tm. To
simplify the calculations, a Tm of 1660 K was assumed, which is between the solidus and
the liquidus of the alloy at 1630K and 1680 K, respectively [228].
The four representative simulations illustrated in Fig. 5.10 will be discussed in the chapter
below in order to explain the ŕuence dependency of the magnetic writing and erasing
process.
Figure 5.10: Calculated variations of the surface temperature and the mean square dis-
placement of vacancies (X 2) with time induced by the irradiation of a 40 nm Fe60Al40 őlm
with 100 fs laser pulses at different ŕuences. The phase states in the surface region are
marked by the solid blue, solid red, and dashed red lines indicating the solid, liquid, and
supercooled liquid, respectively. The cumulative mean square displacement of vacancies,
X 2, in the solidiőed surface region is indicated by the gray zone.
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5.4 Discussion
In the following, the laser induced modiőcations will be discussed with the help of the four
representative simulations at different laser ŕuences, which are illustrated in Fig. 5.10. The
irradiation with a single laser pulse at a ŕuence of 328 mJ/cm2 results in a rapid heating of
the surface region close to Tm, but no surface melting is observed. This rapid temperature
increase leads to a sharp increase of X 2 (gray zone). The subsequent cooling slows down
the vacancy diffusion as indicated by the saturation of X 2, which occurs at a surface
temperature of about 0.7Tm (1160 K). This implies that the vacancy diffusion becomes
negligible in the saturated regime. The surface temperature exceeds Tm by increasing the
laser ŕuence to 388 mJ/cm2 leading to the melting of a thin surface layer. As mentioned
previously, a second melting front at the surface of the thin őlm occurs for laser ŕuences
above 357 mJ/cm2. However, even though the two melting fronts, at the surface and at the
őlm-substrate interface, propagate in direction of each other, they do not merge with each
other below the threshold ŕuence of 394mJ/cm2. The calculations show a very short region
of supercooling, which indicates a rapid regrowth of the crystalline part of the őlm. The
surface temperature stays high during solidiőcation, which ensures an active diffusion of
the vacancies during the further cooling. This results in a saturation in X 2, which is similar
to that of 328 mJ/cm2. This mentioned rapid regrowth of the crystalline part of the őlm is
excluded if the laser ŕuence is further increased above the threshold for complete melting
throughout the őlm thickness (>394 mJ/cm2), because the molten region can solidify only
laterally from the boundaries to the center of the laser spot. The relatively large lateral
size of the molten region ś which is deőned by the size of the laser spot ś leads to a
limitation of the solidiőcation front velocity below 130 m/s [195]. This results in a longer
time of the solidiőcation process and hence to a much stronger supercooling of the molten
material in the center of the laser spot. The solidiőcation time increases from 740 ps to
2.4 ns by increasing the laser ŕuence from 388 to 403 mJ/cm2, which results in a decrease
of the surface temperature from 0.93 to 0.91Tm, respectively. Here, 0.91Tm corresponds
to the maximum at the time of solidiőcation resulting from a temperature spike, which
appears due to a local release of the latent heat of solidiőcation. Subsequently, the heat
dissipates within a short time interval due to large local temperature gradients. The lower
temperature at the time of solidiőcation and during further cooling diminishes vacancy
diffusion. The saturation X 2 for a laser ŕuence of 403 mJ/cm2 is about four times smaller
than for ŕuences below the threshold for complete melting of 394 mJ/cm2. Thus, a further
increase of the laser ŕuence results in a further increase of the the solidiőcation time,
which leads to a longer supercooling and hence a lower surface temperature at the time
of solidiőcation. In particular, the surface temperature decreases from 0.91 to 0.83 Tm by
increasing the laser ŕuence from 403 to 478 mJ/cm2. This results in a strong reduction
of X 2 indicating a suppression of signiőcant atomic rearrangements during cooling after
solidiőcation.
This discussed effect is clariőed in Fig. 5.11, which shows the dependence of the sat-
uration X 2 on the laser ŕuence. The vacancy diffusion length increases exponentially
until saturation at an almost constant level. The longer supercooling with increasing laser
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supercooling ś like for 478mJ/cm2 ś a homogeneous nucleation of crystallites within the
melt occurs in addition. Latent heat of melting is released at grain-growth sites during the
resolidiőcation process, which causes a laterally inhomogeneous temperature distribution
over the laser affected zone. This temperature inhomogeneity might persist during further
cooling after resolidiőcation down to the Curie temperature (TC), which causes a spatially
inhomogeneous onset of ferromagnetism. The stray őeld of the already ferromagnetic
regions (below TC) impacts the local orientations of magnetic moments of the nearby
regions, which still have local temperatures above TC , leading to the formation of magnetic
domains. Experimentally it was shown that a single domain state can be achieved by
applying a small magnetic őeld, which is larger than the inhomogeneous stray őeld.
The simulations presented above consider the vacancy diffusion at the surface in the cen-
tral part of the laser spot. However, to estimate the spatial distribution of the magnetized
region, the simulated distribution of X 2 needs to be related quantitatively to the magne-
tization obtained experimentally. For that, the relationship between X 2 and the degree of
order within the B2→A2 phase transition regime needs to be unveiled őrst. Subsequently,
the degree of order can be related to the magnetization as presented in chapter 3.2. How-
ever, there is no unique relation between X 2 and the degree of chemical order in Fe60Al40
thin őlms, which also depends on the thermal history of the alloy. Furthermore, in order
to quantitatively connect the temperature evolution to the degree of the phase transfor-
mation, the time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagram for the A2→B2 ordering
transition is needed, which is not available.
Thus, the experimental observations can be used in absence of the TTT curves. The
simulation revealed a sharp decline of X 2 from ∼20 nm2 in the erasing regime to ∼5 nm2 at
the merging threshold at about 400 mJ/cm2 (see Fig. 5.11). This threshold coincides with
an experimentally observed strong increase in the magnetization m. A further increase of
the laser ŕuence does not suppress the induced magnetization, which results in a calculated
X 2 of about 2 nm2. Taking this into account, a magnetization m of 0 can be assumed
by approximating a fully ordered material for X 2=20 nm2; and the approximation of a
fully disordered material for X 2=2 nm2 results in m=1. The interrelationship between the
magnetization and the chemical order was investigated in chapter 3.2 and revealed a critical
value for the onset of ferromagnetism at a disorder of about 50 % (see Fig. 3.13). Therefore,
the critical value for the onset of magnetization was őxed at X 2=11 nm2. This implies an
induced magnetization in the region conőned within a surface deőned by X 2=11 nm2.
However, please note, the simulations were performed for single pulse irradiation only.
As mentioned previously, the relationship between X 2 and the chemical order depends on
the thermal history, which is why the above introduced limiting values can vary signiő-
cantly depending on experimental conditions like the number of pulses within pulse trains.
Nevertheless, the investigation of the distribution of X 2 below and above the threshold
helps to understand the magnetic writing and erasing by a single laser pulse. The spa-
tial extent of the melting front for the single pulse laser-irradiation at ŕuences of 418
and 388 mJ/cm2 are shown in Fig. 5.12a and Fig. 5.12b, respectively. Figure 5.12c and d
illustrate the resulting surface of X 2=11 nm2, which is considered to be magnetized.
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Figure 5.12: Rendering of the furthest extent of the melting front and corresponding effect
on the magnetization. The irradiations of a 40 nm Fe60Al40 with a single laser pulse at laser
ŕuences of 418 mJ/cm2 in (a) and (c) and 388mJ/cm2 in (b) and (d) are illustrated. (a)
and (b) show the maximum extent of the melting fronts during the irradiation with a single
pulse at the respective ŕuences. The spatial distributions of the induced magnetization are
shown in (c) and (d), considering an onset threshold of X 2=11 nm2. Here, the color-code
indicates the depth under the őlm surface with darker shades being closer to the surface.
Figure 5.12a shows the irradiation with a 418mJ/cm2 single pulse, which is above the
critical threshold for the merging of the two melting fronts ś propagating from the surface
and the interface in direction of each other ś resulting in a melting throughout the őlm
thickness. As explained above, during the resolidiőcation process, the propagation of the
solidiőcation front takes several nanoseconds, which leads to a longer supercooling and
results in a decreased temperature at the time of solidiőcation. The lower temperature at
the time of solidiőcation and during the subsequent cooling suppresses vacancy diffusion
and with that atomic rearrangements. Hence, the thin őlm is chemically disordered within
this region. The resulting spatial distribution of the induced magnetization is illustrated in
Fig. 5.12c. As worked out above, X 2=11 nm2 was considered as the onset threshold. The
calculation reveals a diameter of approximately 500 nm for the magnetized region at the
surface; the magnetized region at the MgO/Fe60Al40 interface has a size which is about
that of the laser spot. The calculated size of the magnetized surface region increases with
increasing laser ŕuence.
The two melting fronts do not merge below the critical threshold of 394 mJ/cm2 and
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hence there is no melting throughout the őlm thickness as illustrated in Fig. 5.12b, which
shows the single pulse irradiation at a laser ŕuence of 388 mJ/cm2. The fast resolidiőcation
process is characterized by a high temperature at the time of solidiőcation and during the
subsequent cooling, which enables vacancy diffusion. At the time of solidiőcation the
disordered A2 phase is formed; the active vacancy diffusion during the subsequent cooling
leads to atomic rearrangements and hence induces the phase transition to the chemically
order B2 phase. The surface magnetization is therefore erased as shown in Fig. 5.12d.
However, a residual magnetization in the bottom 20 nm is observed for both discussed
laser ŕuences, below and above the threshold for the merging of the melting fronts. Ex-
perimentally, a laser ŕuence of 200 mJ/cm2 was applied for the study of the “erasing”
process, which is above the calculated onset for melting at the MgO/Fe60Al40 interface of
173 mJ/cm2. The transient melting at the interface results in a residual disorder and hence
ferromagnetic properties. This is in-line with the experimental observations for the 20 nm
őlm, because here no erasure is observed for single pulse laser-irradiation (see Fig. 5.8).
Even though the magnetic contrast is reduced after 5·106 laser pulses, there is still a resid-
ual magnetization indicating a reordering only in the upper layer of the őlm. This residual
magnetized layer can be detected only in the case of the 20 nm őlm due to the limited
SPEEM probing depth of about 10 nm. Furthermore, a magnetic contrast is observed in
the “writing” process directly above the threshold for melting at the MgO/Fe60Al40 inter-
face (see Fig. 5.5). The occurrence of magnetization within the depth of about 10 nm is
associated with the observation of magnetic contrast in SPEEM. This explains the experi-
mentally observed sharp rise of the size of the magnetized region. Consequently, rewritable
magnetization is observed for őlm thicknesses above 20 nm.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Unraveling Magneto-Structural Correlations
Here, the correlation between magnetic behavior and structural properties during the chem-
ical order-disorder phase transition of Fe60Al40 (B2→A2) has been shown. The B2 lattice
has been disordered systematically by ion-irradiation of varied conditions.
The saturation magnetization (Ms) shows a critical behavior, which can be divided into
three distinct regimes: The thin őlm remains paramagnetic up to a critical degree of
disorder despite the monotonic increase of the lattice parameter with disordering. The
critical regime is characterized by a critical increase in Ms. With further disordering above
the critical regime, the őlm becomes ferromagnetic. The para- and ferromagnetic regimes
possess different, but nearly stable Ms.
The critical behavior was examined by density functional theory (DFT). The DFT cal-
culations suggest that below the critical point the system magnetically behaves as it would
still be fully ordered with disordering leading to localized µFe at antisites. Increasing
disorder continues to increase a0 and at the critical point, the EF readjusts due to spin-
splitting, inducing a global Ms. Above the critical point, it is largely the increase of a0 in
the disordered state that determines the Ms.
Unraveling the interplay between the disorder induced moment and lattice expansion, as
well as the critical behavior sheds light on the magnetism of disordered systems, and can be
applicable to a broad range of binary alloys. The results show that controlled disordering
of alloys can be a promising approach to sensitively engineer the density of states of alloys
and achieve tailored functional properties.
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6.2 Defect-Mediated Atomic Rearrangements
In this work, the impact of various types of open-volume defects on the thermally induced
atomic rearrangements in Fe60Al40 has been shown. The open-volume defects have been
modiőed by ion-irradiation and pre-annealing.
The A2→B2 ordering process in Fe60Al40 thin őlms at elevated temperatures can be
controlled by engineering the open-volume defects. The ordering rate is increased by mono-
vacancies and decreased by triple defects and vacancy clusters. Ne+ irradiation increases
the number of mono-vacancies and leads to a fragmentation of vacancy clusters and hence
increases the rate of subsequent atomic ordering by lowering its threshold energy. The
number of triple defects decreases strongly by pre-annealing at 773K.
Mono-vacancies, di-vacancies as well as triple defects have been found to be stable in
Fe60Al40 thin őlms depending on the sample treatment. A large variety of defect types and
concentrations ś which would increase or decrease the ordering rate ś might be achieved
by varying the conditions of őlm growth, pre-annealing (temperature and time), and ion-
irradiation (ion species) as well as their respective combinations. For instance, depending
on the ion species, ion-irradiation can induce or stabilize large vacancy clusters [114] or lead
to their fragmentation or shrinkage [111ś113]. Besides a control of the thermal stability,
a sensitive defect engineering has potential to manipulate further material properties like
the electrical conductivity.
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6.3 Laser Pulse Induced Reversible Order-Disorder Transition
In conclusion, the on and off switching of ferromagnetism has been demonstrated in B2-
ordered Fe60Al40 thin őlms by exploiting the chemical order-disorder phase transition.
Here, a femtosecond laser pulse has been applied to induce the B2→A2 phase transition
and vice versa. The crystallinity of the őlms has been preserved.
The irradiation with a single laser pulse above the threshold ŕuence induces chemical
disorder forming the A2 phase and hence generates ferromagnetism. A subsequent laser-
irradiation below the threshold ŕuence causes a reordering to the B2 phase at the thin
őlm surface, which erases the ferromagnetism. In order to explain the mechanism, simu-
lations have been performed, which revealed a crucial role of the extent of supercooling.
A single laser pulse above the threshold for complete melting throughout the őlm thick-
ness causes a strong undercooling of the liquid before solidiőcation. This leads to lower
temperature at the time of solidiőcation and during the subsequent cooling, which reduces
the vacancy diffusion signiőcantly and hence suppresses atomic rearrangements, resulting
in the metastable ferromagnetic A2 phase in the laser modiőed region. However, only
a short supercooling is observed for ŕuences below the threshold, which leads to a high
temperature at the time of resolidiőcation and subsequent cooling. This enables an active
vacancy diffusion and hence atomic rearrangements, which results in the reordering to the
paramagnetic B2 phase erasing the ferromagnetism.
The magnetic writing and erasing process is reversible and non-volatile. The same spot
was irradiated with laser pulses above the threshold up to 10 times showing no signs of
damage to the thin őlm, which proofs the repeatability of the process. However, laser-
irradiation induced material ablation or contamination can limit the repeatability; this
can be avoided by an appropriate protective top layer, such as MgO. The effect of on/off
switching of an intrinsic property, i.e. ferromagnetism, may be observed also for other
materials which exhibit an order-disorder phase transition. Further studies may help to
explain the kinetics of the order-disorder transition caused by fs laser-irradiation induced
rapid heating and cooling.
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Appendix
A Further Analysis of XRD Diffractograms
A.1 Calculation of Peak Intensities
To obtain the order parameter S by equation 2.4 ś presented in chapter 2.2.1 ś the calcu-
lation of the theoretical intensity ratio of the superstructure (SSP) and fundamental (FP)
peak is required. The relative integrated intensity of a speciőc Bragg diffraction hkl can be
calculated by using the structure factor Fhkl, the multiplicity factor mhkl, and the Lorentz
polarization factor LPhkl [230]:
Ihkl = Fhkl
2mhklLPhkl (A6.1)
The resulting scattering for a particular diffraction line is deőned by Fhkl. The multiplicity
factor gives the number of types of planes and hence depends on hkl, and the time of the
reŕection is described by the Lorentz polarization factor with longer time scales for higher
diffraction angles [162, p.43ff.]. Hence, the Lorentz polarization factor depends on the
diffraction angle and is calculated by [231]:
LPhkl =
1 + cos22θ
sin2θ cosθ
(A6.2)
The structure factor is calculated from the element dependent atomic scattering factors f
[161, p.64ff.][160, p.142ff.]. The used values are presented in TableA1. Note that this
calculation is performed for an ideal ordered alloy having an equiatomic composition.
Adjustments for off-stoichiometry can be found in Ref. 232.
Table A1: Parameters for the calculation of the theoretical peak intensities.
Parameter (100) SSP (110) FP
Fhkl fFe − fAl fFe + fAl
fFe=24.8575; fAl=13.2124 [233]
mhkl for bcc 6 12
2θ for LPhkl 31.15◦ 44.37◦
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Appendix Further Analysis of XRD Diffractograms
The diffraction peaks in reciprocal space were őtted by a Lorentzian [162, p.88f.]. By
plotting the full width at half maximum (FWHM) ś denoted as ∆q ś as a function of
the peak position (q), crystallite size and microstrain can be obtained from a linear őt as
illustrated in Fig.A1 (Williamson-Hall plot). The microstrain (⟨ε2⟩
1
2 ) is deőned by the
slope of the linear őt and the crystallite size D can be obtained from the inverse intercept
with the y-axis.
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